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SUMMARY 

The mechanical load of the endothelial layer and the residence time of the 
different particles in blood play an important role in the process of the genesis of 
arterial stenosis. A short overview of the influence of particles on flow in arteries is 
given in an introductory chapter. The aim of this project is to examine the flow 

wall of arterial models using visualisation techniques. 
h w e u r z v l w u i  1, & n T T v  n C  W L  h 3 n n A  U l W W U  ebUS na11 \ewUebiiLiaLiOE, /nnnnantv t; velocity, orie;;tztion, agregatioz) zearby the 

In general four methods are available to make particles optically visible: reflection, 
absorption, refraction and fluorescence. The particles used in the experiment were 
visible through refraction. Although this is eventually not a method which can be used 
to detect markers in a concentrated particle suspension, it can be used to collect some 
insight in some of the general imaging problems. 

In this part of the project a flow of a dilute suspension of particles (0 7.5 pm) 
through a 8 mm tube is locally recorded with a CCD camera with the aid of a long 
distance microscope. The image size was 175 x 125 pm. To freeze the particle images 
the flow is illuminated by a stroboscope, triggered by the camera. The recorded 
images are processed using imaging processing software. The particle image density is 
a measure for the local concentration. Particle velocities can be found by correlating 
successive images. Both measurements have to be statistically corrected. 

The image quality of the recorded flow was relatively low, mainly because of the 
low intensity of the light and the inhomogeneity of the particle images. The images 
served well as an critical evaluation for various detection methods. Different 
algorithms to detect the particles with the computer using imaging processing software 
are investigated, involving thresholds, gradients and noise filters. Some preliminary 
manual-analyzed concentration and velocity measurement are performed. Velocity 
measurements could only be performed near the tube wall, since only very low 
particle velocities could be measured. 

Some recommendations are given on changes that have to be made on the 
experimental setup in order to make automatic measurements with particle imaging 
po55ible. The main recommendations are: 

The long distance microscope is to be changed for a normal one equipped with 
an objective with a high numerical aperture. 
The optical detection method has to be changed (absorption or fluorescence). 
Extremely low particle (marker) concentrations have to be used. 

* 

* 
* 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Fluid dynamics are known to play an important role in atherosclerosis. In order to 
obtain more insight in the localization of atherosclerotic lesions in human arterial 
trees, research on the fluid dynamical behaviour of blood cells has to be done. The 
aim of the project described in this report is to study concentration, velocity, distribu- 
tion and orientations of blood cells near the vessel wall. In this chapter the scope of 
the project will be expounded. The chapter starts with a description of the compounds 
of blood. The literature about the origin of atherosclerosis is reviewed in 0 1.2. The 
flow behaviour of both low and highly concentrated blood cell suspension in rigid 
tubes is discussed in 0 1.3. In the last section the intention of the project is explained. 

9 1.1 Components of blood 

The most important function of the blood is to transport oxygen from the lungs to 
the living tissue and carbon dioxide to the lungs. Human blood may be described 
rheologically as a concentrated suspension of blood cells in a saline Newtonian liquid, 
called plasma [e.g. Whitmore 1968, page 27-36]. The blood cells can be divided into three 
groups: * erythrocytes or red blood cells (Fü3C's) 

* I ~ U C Q C Y ~ ~ S  QI- white blood cells (WBC's) 
* platelets 

Plasma 
Plasma is a yellowish saline aqueous solution containing proteins (about 7% of the 

total volume). The three major proteins are fibrinogen, globulin and albumin. 
Fibrinogen is a large oblong protein (6.5 by 50 nm) which, although it is present in a 
low csmcentï-aiion (2 is 4 &/I), gives an important ~ ~ n t ï i h t i ~ n  tu the plasma viscosity 
due to its shape. When the all factors involved with clotting (mainly fibrinogen) is 
removed a liquid remains, known as serum. Globulins and albumins are present in 
greater concentrations than fibrinogen (about 25 resp. 40 g/l), and are much more 
symmetrical in shape. 

11 



Chapter 1 Introduction 

Red blood cells [RBC's) 
With about 5*1Q9 RBC/ml and a volume fraction of 48 to 45% (termed hemats- 

crit (HTC)), the RBC is the most important suspended particle of the human blood. 
An unstretched human RBC is a biconcave disc having a diameter of 8.0 to 8.5 pm, a 
maximum thickness of about 2.5 pm and a minimum thickness of 1.0 pm (see 
figure 1). The mean cell volume is about 88 pm3. The interior of the RBC consists for 
32% of hemoglobin, which takes care of the oxygen transport. It is surrounded by a 

easily be deformed, which is necessary in order to travel through the microcirculation 
which contains vessels of a diameter smaller than that of the cell. Deformation of an 
isolated RBC is observed [Goldsmith 19721 at shear stresses as low as 0.1 N/m2. 

\'el37 ehh (6 - IQ &IE) memhr2Ee. me memhr29e is verg flexible so thzt the RBC czn 

- 
8 Iim 

Figure 1 The geometry of the red blood cell. 

- 

When two RBC's are brought together, they can form a cylindrical aggregate, 
called a rouleau (see figure 2). Because of the arrangement of the RBC's, rouleaux 
formation is evidently not brought about by stickiness, but by an attraction force 
between the cells. Aggregation of RBC's is a result of the competition between 
electrostatic repulsive forces due to the existence of negative charges on the cell 
membrane, and attractive forces due to absorption of macromolecules and their 
bridging across adjacent cell membranes. Formation of rouleaux does not appear for 
RBC'5 supended inn serum, so fibrinogen appears to be the prineipa! bridging 
molecule. The interactions between RBC's in plasma or physiological saline' are 
however only qualitatively understood. 

' No rouleaux is formed in physiological saline. 
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$1.1 Components of blood 

Figpue 2 Rouleaux of human erythrocytes. (After [Goldsmith 19671). 

White blood cells (WBC's] 
The 'X3C's are responsible for proîeeîing the body from diseases. Their diameter 

v d e s  from 7 to 20 pm and they are more rigid than RBC's. Under normal, healthy 
conditions about one WBC to every 1000 RBC's is present in the blood, which makes 
their volume concentration negligible. In case of an infection the number of WBC's 
increases, but this does not significantly change the rheologically behaviour of blood. 

Platelets 
The platelets play an important role in the coagulation process when vessels are 

damaged. Being 2-3 pm in diameter they are much smaller than the RBC's and 
WBC's. The platelets have a concentration of 2.5.10* to 5-1O1', which corresponds to 
one platelet to every 10 RBC's. Rheologically they can be treated as small rigid discs. 
Similar to rouleaux of RBC, platelets may aggregate to form small clots and this in 
turn can bring about blood coagulation [weiss 19611. 



Chapter 1 Introduction 

5 1.2 Rehons of disturbed flow 

Regions in the circulation where blood is subjected to sudden changes in velocity 
and flow direction are important sites for atherosclerosis, thrombosis and formation of 
aneurysms. In such regions flow is disturbed and separation of streamlines from the 
wall with formation of vortices are likely to occur. This leads to increased interactions 
of blood cells with the wall. In the literature flow pattern studies of blood cells can be 

an example of these studies, the paths and orientations of hardened RBC's in a glass 
tubular annulus are given in figure 3. The vortex provides a site for aggregation of 
RBC's and platelets, because of the frequent collisions between RBC's or platelets 
circulating in adjacent orbits of the vortex. The aggregates migrate towards the centre 
of the vortex and remain trapped there. When the tube wall of the expansion is 
coated with collagen, an enhanced adhesion of platelets is present at the wall, with a 

colliding with the wall. The increased adhesion of platelets in the neighbourhood of 
these stagnation sites indicates a higher risk of thrombus formation in this region. 

~VUEC! fer S~P,EOS~S [ ~ ~ i m  T-~EX~~EIS [KArim IFXI! bi.fi ir~&~n~ ~Kmino 19%], -AS 

peak GI: either side Gf the rez+,tzchmeI?t p h t ,  d2v te the hsreryed f l la  of cells 

I L  la- 

Re, = 37.8 
- I 

Y =  233 cm sec-' G I  
% - 

J A i  - 
! Stagnation 

point Translational vebciiies of tracer HBC 

O 024 crnsec-' D 94 cm sec.' 
A 0.36 '* E 0.084 " 

6 030 *. F O095 - 
C 0.69 '* G 272 

Rgtm 3 The patks cknd orientcktisns Df g l r c ~ r r . ~ ~ ~ e ~ y ~ ~ - ~ a r ~ n ~ ~  RBC's in a sudden 
expansion of a 150 pm into a 500 pm diameter glass tube. (Ajler [Kánno 19771). 
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9 1.2 Regions of disturbed flow 

It was assumed for a long time, that the location of atherosclerotic plaques and 
wall thickemhg was eomected to high shear stresses at these sites watky 19881. 

Investigations in human arteries [e.g. Asakura 19901 however, have revealed that 
atherosclerosic lesions develop preferably at the outer wall of bifurcations and T- 
junctions, and at the imer wall of curved segments (see figure 4). The wall thickening 
occurs very gradually and smoothly in both longitudinal and radial directions. It may 
be hypothesized that separation and reattachment sites play an important role in 

an absolute requirement for this phenomenon, since atherosclerotic lesions are also 
formed in branching arteries with very small branching angles and bends with low 
curvature. In these regions, the only irregular hemodynamic factor is the asymmetric 
velocity distribution. Thus to clarify the possible connection between flow patterns 
and the anatomic locations at these sites, the only hemodynamic factor which can 
cause atherosclerosis, is the low velocity in the vicinity of the suffering vessel and the 
resultanit low shear rates. There may Aso be an effect in tire temporal variations of 
the shear rate at these IQCcltiQns, 2hhQiigh this is still ControVerSid phee 19941. 

athei0geIIesis. l e  is me t i d y  hGweveP that elie preselpee of these stagnation poifits is 

\ 
i n m  roll 

Arterial Bends 

fip 4 Schematic drawings of an arîerial bifurcation and bend. (Afleer [Asakura 19901). 

Since the endothelial layer of the vessel is permeable to water and macro- 
molecules, the radial component of the velocity in fluid layers adjacent to the vessel 
wall may be of the same order as the longitudinal component. This results in a 
capture or permanent adhesion of lipoprotein particles, platelets and erythrocytes to 
the wall, even though their interaction may be hindered by electrostatic repulsion 
forces. Further penetration into the vessel wall is obstructed is some extent by the 
fine structure of the vessel wall, especially the elastic layers. If a local pressure 
gradient is present along the endothelium, the particles will migrate laterally towards 
the lower pressure region. This results in the highest accumulation of the particles 
(and thus thickening of the vessel wall) around stagnation points. 



Chapter 1 Introduction 

It has been shown [e.g. Levesque 19861 that the endothelial cells are susceptible to 
flow and exhibit morphological changes ccxespond?ng to the direction and magnhde 
of the shear stress. The endothelial cells on the inner walls of a bifurcation are elon- 
gated in the flow direction, while cells on the outer walls are not elongated and are 
orientated in a random fashion [Reidy 19791. These differences in the morphology may 
provide local differences in the permeability of the vessel wall. Further research is 
necessary to investigate the effect of shear rate on the endothelial cells before a full 

may be found. 
eÄp!2E2tion fur the !uca!ization ef 2therQsderu'ic 'esî ns in 'he hiim-_n arterid tree 

3 1.3 Hemorheoloq in riPid tubes 

In this section a short literature review on the flow behaviour of RBC's in straight 

between cells play no role? and concentrated suspensions (HTC > 20%) will be 
reviewed separately. 

rigid tribes N41 be gh7en. Dililte susperi9iurs fmc < 2961, in which interactions 

Dilute suspensions 
If a dilute suspension of RBC's is subjected to a steady flow through, the RBC's 

will migrate across the planes of shear from the wall towards the tube axis for very 
low particle Reynolds numbers (smaller than Rep N lo-'). The migration rate 
increases with the radial distance and the flow rate. The migration is a consequence 
of the flow disturbance in the neighbourhood of the RBC, which generates a flow 
with a radial component [Leai 19801. This behaviour can be seen for all deformable 
particles with an internal viscosity less than 10 times that of the suspending fluid. 
Suspensions of aldehyde-hardened erythrocytes (or rigid particles in general) do not 
migate inwards at these low particle Reynolds numbers [Goldsmith 2971bl. 

The tube Reynolds number is the ratio of inertial to viscous forces, and is defmed for a flow 
through a tube of radius R, as: 

2 p v R ,  

r )  
Re, = 

in which V is the average fluid velocity and q the suspension viscosity. 'The particle Reynolds 
number is a local property based on the translational slip velocity of the particles with respect to 
the fluid 

2P(V -vp)Rp Re- = 

in which qo is the viscosity of the suspending fluid and Rp the particle radius. 
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13 Hemorheology in rigid tubes 

At higher particle Reynolds numbers, where inertia effects on the blood cells start 
to play a role, both normal and hardened WBC's show the tubular pinch eEect; the 
RBC's near the wall migrate inwards, and those near the axis migrate outwards, until 
they reach a stable equilibrium at a certain radial position. The equilibrium position 
is relatively insensitive to the particle Reynolds number [Sergé 1%2]. Rigid particles 
show the tubular pinch effect as well. Deformable particles (like fluid drops) however 
not (see figure 5). Thus although the flexibility of RBC resembles that of a fluid drop, 
&Xferenees in th& f lsw behz+.ufir e.&* 

I I t I I I I "K. (3.31 1 

Time, sec. 

Rgzm 5 The tubularpinch effect for spheres, rods and discs. The values for the orbit constant C 
are given between brackets. Also given is the inward migration of a fluid drop ( A  10). 
(Afier [Kämis 1966al). 

At local shear rates smaller than about 10 s-l, an isolated FU3C rotates while main- 
taining its biconcave shape. The rotations are in good accordance with the rotation 
theory for rigid discs given by Jeffrey [Jeffrey 19221. The rotational velocity of an 
isolated RBC in plasma at higher shear rates ( y  > 50 s-') is non-periodic and the 
WBC I s  orientated mostly parallel to the wall. Similar effects have been found for 
isolated platelets [Frojmovic 19761. 

If the shear stress on the RBC is increased, the RBC starts to deform. This 
behaviour resembles that of a fluid drop. In contrast to a fluid drop however, a RBC 
has a thin membrane which influences the surface tensions. Furthermore the mem- 
brane behaves like a thin sheet which can be deformed (within certain limits) while 
consewing its surface area [Ciiien 19711, while the srrïfâce area of Q fluid drop increases 
with deformation. It appears that the membrane of a RBC is rotating around the cell 
interior. 

17 



Chapter 1 Introduction 

As already mentioned in 3 1.1, a collision between RBC's can lead to more perma- 
nent aggregates, called rouleaux. It is presimiecl that the length of the rouleau varies 
inversely with the shear rate. The ease of deformation of a rouleau of about 15 cells, 
cause it to execute "snake" orbits (see figure 6). Interaction effects and aggregation of 
RBC's are important only at low shear rates ( y  < 50 s-'). The effects due to the 
deformation of erythrocytes and rouleaux resulting from shear flow (and particle 
crowding at higher concentrations), are present at all shear rates and dominate 
,spensî n beh2~GEr 3' 9 > 50 s-1. 

R p  6 Snake orbits of a 1S-cell rouleau during a half period of rotation in 
a Poiseuille pow. (Afier [Goldsmith 19671). 

Concentrated suspensions 
For flow of concentrated RBC suspensions (HTC > 20%) through tubes with a 

diameter smaller than 1.5 mm at low flow rates, a two phase flow of a core of zero 
velocity gradient consisting of a network of rouleaux, surrounded by a cell-depleted 
layer has been observed [Goldsmith 1961. This effect is caused by inward migration of 
RBC's from the wall towards the tube centre. The lower shear rates in the centre 
make aggregation possible. The thickness of the cell-depleted peripheral layer 
fluctuates considerably with time and distance. If the flow rate is increased, the 
rouleaux starts to break down, and a blunted parabolic velocity profile starts to 
develop within the core of erythrocytes [Goldsmith 19931. The radius R, of the central 
core of zero-velocity gradient decreases with increasing flow rate (see figure 7). At 
the same time the average thickness of the cell-depleted layer decreases, and with 
that the compactness of the RBC core decreases. At a certain flow rate the blunted 
core has totally disappeared, resulting in a parabolic velocity distribution. Eventually, 
at even higher flow rates, the cell depleted layer will disappear as well. 

A highly concentrated suspension flow of rigid particles shows the same behaviour 
as blood flow, but without the formation of a cell depleted layer. The degree of 
blunting of the velocity profile is under the same conditions more pronounced for 
rigid particles. The deformations of the cells at HTC > 40% is remarkable. They no 

18 



3 13 Hemorheology in rigid tubes 

longer undergo periodic angular rotations, but spend most of their time aligned and 
deformed im the direction of the €low [GoIdsmith 19691. The deformation of the RIK'S 
occur even at shear rates at which the isolated cell rotates without deforming. 

Figwe 7 

I I I t 1 I I I I - -  
1.V 8.5 O 0.5 1 .o 

R 
f(l  

- 
Dimensionless velocity profile of RBC and 2 pm spheres (model for platelets) for a 
27% HTC suspension for a flow through a tube of R, = 39 pm. The maximum 
axial velocity was 340 pm/s. The dashed curve is the velocity profile of a Poiseuille 
flow at the same flow rate. (After [Golkmith 19931). 

5 1.4 Scope of the proiect 

This study is part of a project to examine the flow behaviour of blood cells in a 
highly concentrated suspension near the vessel wall of large vessels (diameters above 
5 mm). This will be done through direct microscopic observation of a cell suspension 
flow through artery models of different shapes and geometries. The images are 
recorded with a camera and digitized with a frame grabber card, and can be pro- 
cessed afterwards with a computer using image processing software. The aim is to 
study concentration- and velocity distributions, orientations and aggregations of RBC's 
and platelets. This report encloses the preliminaries of this project. An analysis will 
be made of the experimental methods to be used and the problems that have to be 
conquered. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

First a dilute suspension of artificial particles of about the same size as RBC's, 
f l ~ ~ h g  through a rigid tube of 8 m diameter is observed. The flow behaviour of a 
dilute suspension of rigid particles is well known1, which enables verification of the 
reliability of the experiment. If the experiment is proven to be trustworthy, the 
imaging of markers in highly concentrated suspensions of flexible particles or a 
ghostcell suspensions can be studied. 

kL &apter 2 a bnef su~je;. of pati& ipz@q tecb~iqes i2 generail are gl.,e;t.;. V-is 
includes the methods which can be used to visualize particles, a theoretically treat- 
ment of the influence of the particle concentration and the techniques which can be 
used to measure particle velocities. The experimental setup as it is used in this part of 
the project is represented in chapter 3. Chapter 4 contains a discussion about the 
factors that influence the image quality and the preliminary measurements are 
presented. Furthermore an analysis is given of the algorithms to detect the particles 

for further work on this project. 
Z-tnm A n  11x7 h x r  thn n n m n - T t n v  Thn v n n  vt  i 

nnnnliirl rl 1 4 t h  s , , ~ ~ ~ ~  lv~uLILII1vIIu u,,u~ uLuII1aLlbaAiLIy ,,y L1lv u.vI1IyuLvI. II1v lvyo.L B bullbluueu A~~~~ n m ~  

A literature review on dilute and concentrated suspension flows of spheroids is given in the 
appendices I and 11. 
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PARTICLE IMAGING TECHNIQUES 

Particle imaging is a measuring method in which a particle flow is photographed or 
filmed with a camera. The image of the flow can be frozen by using pulsed illumina- 
tion or short camera exposure times. The recorded images can be used to study the 
flow behaviour of the particles directly. The different factors that play an important 
role in particle imaging will be discussed in this chapter. 

Flow analysinp methods 

a 
b 

Local field detection method 
W3ole field detection method. 
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Chapter 2 Particle imaging techniques 

9 2.2 Particle imaping 

Optical detection of the particles can be realized by using different optical 
properties of the particles: absorption, reflection, refraction or fluorescence (see 
figure 9), which all will be discussed in this section. The quality if the Mages of all 
these detection methods suffer from high particle concentration, because the particles 
outside the measurement volume will scatter or absorb too much light. Besides that, 

particle imaging still possible at high concentration, a suspension should be used in 
which just a fraction of the particles, the markers, are detectable by the detection 
technique, while the bulk of the particles remains invisible. To make particles 
invisible for the detection and to guarantee minimum light absorption, they must be 
very transparent. To avoid light scattering due to refraction, the refractive index of 
the suspending fluid should match that of the bulk of particles [Koh 19941. 

the dete&,ion sf' the ~ ~ & ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  nmti&s Y in thp, im~gp, .,.a',!! he ~ 7 e q  Miffi~~It. Te m&p, 

U b fx . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . < . . .  . . . . .  . . .  

C d 

Figure 9 Optical particle detection methods: 
o Absoqzion 
b Reflection 
c Refraction 
d Fluorescence 

Absorption 
In the absorption method the particle is illuminated from behind. The particles can 
be seen because of the light that they absorb. The result will be a bright image with 
dark spots. The particles have to be very opaque for the detection wavelength(s). This 
can be achieved by colouring the particles with a dye. In a suspension with 
transparent particles only a fraction of the particles can be coloured, which makes this 
a very suitable optical detection method for high concentrations. 
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9 2.2 Particle imaging 

Reflection 
Wnen the reflection property of the particles is used, the flow 4s generally illuminated 
under an angle of 90", but angles down to O" can be used as well. The particles are 
observable through the perpendicularly reflected light. In this method the image is 
mainly dark, with light spots due to the reflected light from the particles. A require- 
ment for the reflection method is that the particles have a reflective surface, and that 
they have a spherical shape. A crystal-like particle for example reflects the light only 
ia eertaioin direction, so that the deteet:iu~-pr~b&$fity is orieztation deperideat. For 
high concentrations it may be possible to coat some of the particles with a reflective 
dye. If that is not possible, dissimilar particles should be used as markers. 

Refraction 
Transparent particles with an higher refractive index than the suspension liquid can 
be made visible by using the refraction of the light rays on the particle surface. A ray 
of fight whick falis upom the cemire of a pariieie, will: pass thïuügh it w{thûiit changing 
directi~n. When the iight m y  f d s  upon the boundaries OF the gartide however, it will 
be directed towards the centre axis. The particle is visible as a light spot with a dark 
boundary. This lens effect of the particle is stronger as the difference in refractive 
index is larger. If refraction is used as an imaging technique in highly concentrated 
suspensions, dissimilar particles with a much higher refractive index than the bulk 
particles have to be used. It will be difficult to find two kind of particles with the 
same size, shape, density etc., but with different refractive indices. Therefore refrac- 
tion will be a suitable detection technique for measurements on dilute suspensions 
only. 

Fluorescence 
Fluorescence finally is a method in which the particles are labelled with a fluorescent 
dye. This dye can absorb light of a certain wavelemgth, amd then immediately emit 
light again. The emitted light is of a longer wavelength and does not have a prefer- 
ence direction. Thus the particles can be observed from every angle. Measurements 
on high particle concentrations can be done by labelling only a fraction of the 
particles. A light filter, makes it possible to filter out all the unnecessary light, so that 
exclusively the labelled particles can be observed. This makes fluorescence together 
with absorption the most suitable detection methods for high concentrations. To 
observe partide orientations, the fluorescent dye has to be evenly spread over the 
particles. An advantage of the fluorescence method is that different kind of particles 
can be studied simultaneously if they are labelled with different fluorescent dyes. 



Chapter 2 Particle imaging techniques 

82.3 Imape Drocessing 

As mentioned earlier imaging techniques can be used for particle concentration 
and velocity measurements. The average number of particles per frame is a measure 
for the concentration, and the velocity can be found by correlation between different 
frames. In this section the image processing which have to be applied for concentra- 
tion and velocity measurements will be considered. Particle imaging brings along the 

others. Thus for a correct interpretation of the measurements it is necessary to 
involve some statistical calculations. These statistical corrections will be discussed 
here as well. From here on the theory will be limited to the local field method, 
although a lot of it can be applied to the whole field method as well. 

fact that oir St8t iSt iCd p u m k  cvmin sa,!ires 2X-e Kmre 'ike'y te bc meBQtcd th.n 

p 2.3.1 BalTiele cûncet.tïiitiûn 

If M particles are present in an image, the local volume particle concentration 
yields: 

c = M -  (1) 
r/mv 

in which Vp is the particle volume (4 KR;) and Vmv is the measurement volume 
(height h, , width wmv , and depth dmv). The particle volume concentration in the 
suspension is important for the image processing efficiency. The more particles an 
image contains, the more information can be drawn from one image, the less images 
have to be processed. The number of particle images per image frame is termed the 
image density @jm . However, the possibility exists that two particles in the measure- 
ment volume are situated aligned in the viewing direction. In that case one of the 
particles will be hidden behind the other. The probability that a particle can be 
distinguished will decrease with increasing particle volume concentration. If the image 
density is too high, the images of the particles will overlap, and data will be lost. 

In appendix III a simplified model is derived for the average fraction of visible 
particles &m) as function of the number of particles in the volume. For M small 
spherical partidea of radius Rp this model yields: 

4 

in which the image fraction matrix 4m,N is a N x N matrix, given in equation ( M O ) ,  
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15 23.1 Particle concentration 

0 III.2, page A25. This is a discrete function, which is plotted in the form of the 
number of particle images (NhmN) in figure 14). If the average number of particles 

images measured over a significant number of video frames is M, the average 

number of particles in the measurement volume (m) can be found by interpolation 
between the discrete values of Nhmw 

N [partities] 
Egwe 10 The number of visible particles in the measurement volume as finction of 

the number of particles in the measurement volume for 
a Conditions of the experiments described in this report 

b As a with 4 times the depth of the measurement volume 
c As a with twice as large particle volumes 
d As a with twice as small particle volumes. 

(h- = 125 pm,  w,, = 175 pm, d,, = 135 pm, Rp = 3.75 pm) 

8 2.3.2 Particle velacity 

To compute the local velocity of a particle, one has to know its position on at least 
two different points in time. Particle imaging velocimetry (PIV) can be divided into 
two methods [Adrian 1986, 19911: multiple frame and single frame particle imaging 
velocimetry (MF-PIV resp. SF-PIV). The measuring method that has to be used 
depends on the particle velocity: MF-PIV is suitable for low particle velocities, SF- 

statistical corrections. 
pbv fCX higher VelQCitkS. Both HiethQd§ M7;l1 be dkCaiSSed here tQgether with their 
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Chapter 2 Particle imaging techniques 

MF-PIV 
If the particle velocities are low enough to track them with 8 normal video camera, 

the position of the particle on successive video frames can be used to determine the 
particle velocity. A camera works on a frequency1 of 50 Hz. However, a video frame 
is recorded interlaced. This means that one complete frame is divided in a frame on 
the even scan lines and a frame on the odd scan lines2. The even and odd frames 
are recorded in turns, one every 20 ms. Thus complete video frames are refreshed 

but the even and odd frame can be used as both as well. 
a - r a n r  b V b 1 J  40 PS. Pzrtid’e irnaghg is EQrrndb nPrft-wlnpd with ody  the even mrien frames, 

.7 Y----A=--- 

If a particle is situated at xI on the first frame, and at x, n frames later, its velocity is 
given by 

xn - x1 
n - 1  v p  = f c  (3) 

in whichf, is the image rate of the camera (fc = 25 Hz if only even video frames are 
used and f c  = 50 Hz if both even and odd frames are used in the measurement), In 
this definition is vp the mean velocity over a period of f i l s  (n - 1) s. 

MF-PIV will only work if the particles move over a distance less than half the 
width of the measurement volume between two frames, thus for vp < f;1/wmV. At 
higher velocities a probability exists that a particle can be seen in one frame only, so 
consequently its velocity can not be determined (see figure llc). The velocity 
detection probability decreases with increasing particle velocity. For vp > fc*wmv the 
same particle can no longer be recorded in two successive frames (see figure lid). 
The mathematical expression for the particle velocity detection probability (pv) for 
MF-PIV is: 

for Ax l/wwmv I 1  
for %wmV Ax wm 

pv = 1 wmLb 
(4) 

in which Ax is the distance over which the particle moves between two frames. This 
equation is plotted in figure 13 (lines a and 6). 

This is the standard frame rate for European video systems (CCIR). The American video 
standard (RS 170) is 60 Hz. 

More hformation on video frames can be found h Appendix IV, 0 IV.5. 
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0 232 Particle velocity 

71-2 

t =A4 

f =A4 

n = 5  n - 6  

F i p  44 Graphical representation of the possibiïity to measure the particie velocity using 
MF-PIK The dashed line represen& the recorded image. The arrow indicates 
the particle velocity normalized on fewve . 
a vp = 0.2 fc wmv ; velocity detection always possible (pv = 1) 
b vp = 0.5 f e  wmv ; velocity detection always possible (pv = 1) 
c vp = 0.7fe w,, ; velocity detection sometimes possible (py = 0.4) 

(1: detection 2 no detection) 
d vp = 1.2 fc w,, ; velocity detection not possible (pv = O) 

1 .< 

416 
[ - ] 0.6 

o 

......................................... - a  
b 

.......... E 

"P 

vp [m/sl 

1 .O 

pv 
3.5 [ - ] 

O 

Figire 12 Example of the statistical correction on a velocity measurement 
a The real velocity distribution in the measurement volume @J 
b The measured velocity distibutiofi 
c The statistical correction function (pv). 
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Chapter 2 Particle imaging techniques 

To perform a statistically correct velocity measurement, every data point has to be 
divided by pv . This in contrast to the statistical correction for concentration measure- 
ments described the former section, where the correction is done on the average 
value. The statistical correction for the velocity measurements may not be executed 
on the avcrage value since it depends on the velocity distribution, as graphically 
represented in figure 12. 

There is a catch h eqati,ion (4). Entil nsw It Is sihtlgr assstmrd that 8 pxtick c a ~  
be tracked from the point where it first appears in the image. However nothing is 
known about the past of the particles displayed on the first video frame, grabbed on 
t = O. For these particles equation (4) is no longer valid. Take for example a particle 
with vp = 1/4fcwmv. According to the lower limit of the delectability range in equa- 
tion (4), the velocity detection probability isp, = l. If the particle is situated half way 
the image in the first video frame, it will be located at i of the image on the second 
r-., IIdllle. I 

time, SO that the partide velocity can be measured. However, if in the first frame the 
particle is located further to the right than 4 of the image, it will not be in the 
measurement volume one frame later. Consequently its velocity can not be measured, 
so pv has to be smaller than unity for this case. Thus for the particles in the first 
frame another probability distribution is required. This is of course not needed 
if aZZ particles' displayed in the first video frame simply are included in the 
measurements. 

y v l l l b  In that case aïi i~iiagi: ûf that  artl lek is wai!ab!e on tv-;= different nnin+s ir, 

The velocity detection probability the particle images in the first video frame is 
equal to the probability that a p e with velocity vp which is situated at an 
arbitrary position in the measurement volume at t = O, is still located within the 
measurement volume at t = f;' s is: 

- for Ax < w ,  
Pv,lf  - 

I o  for Ax > w ,  

This velocity detection probability is plotted in figure 13 as well (lines c and d). 

(5)  

' Thus those particles of which the velocity can be measured as well. 
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8 23.2 Particle velocity 
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Egwe 13 Logmlhmic plot of the MF-PIVpa?ficle detection probability p y  for w , ,  = 175 w. 
a detection probability for complete video frames cfc = 25 Hz) 

c as a, for the particles displayed in the first video frame 
d as b, for the particles displayed in the fint video frame 

a &tí?&m pbabilitj! fûr 2vez,'odd Yi&C ,+a??ze.Y gc = 5n -%) 

SF-PIV 
For high particle velocities MF-PN is only possible with the use of a high speed 

(video) camera. An alternative for high speed devices is a measuring method called 
single frame particle imaging velocimetry (SF-PIV). In this measuring method a 
particle is recorded several times on a single video frame (even or odd). 

One way to realize this is by applying intermittent illumination twice (or more 
often) for every (even/odd) video frame'. The delay time At+ between two pulses 
has to be less thanf;' s. The image of a particle then appears twice (or more) on the 
same frame (see figure 14b and c). In this case the particle velocity is given by the 
ratio of the distance between the particle images and the time between two pulses. 
The shorter the time between the pulses, the higher particle velocities are still 
measurable. 

Another way to realize SF-PIV is by recording the particle motion with an 
i k d ~ a t i o n  pulse spread ever a longer period of time2 (At,) during which the 
particle moves over a measurable distance on screen. The particle then appears as a 

The shorter the pulsating time, the better frozen the particle image will be. 

Another possibaty is of course a longer camera exposure time with constant illumination. 
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Chapter 2 Particle imaging techniques 

streak (see figure 14c). The length of this streak (Axs)  is a measure for the particle 
velocity: 

a b C 

@pm 14 Difierent forms of illumination in SF-PIK 
a Double pulse illumination 
b Multiple pulse illumination 
e Si@ p l s e  illumifiatiûfi. 

A disadvantage of SF-PIV in comparison with MF-PIV is the fact that the intensity 
of the particle images is decreases. For equal illumination powers, the weakening of 
the particle signal is the most pronounced for single pulse illumination, where the 
particle image signal is spread over a distance Ax, instead of being concentrated in 
one point in space. For double or multiple pulse illumination the signals are concen- 
trated, but divided over two or more discrete points in space. Double pulse illumina- 
tion will give the best signal. The main advantage of the single pulse illumination is 
that no matching of particles is required. 

The statistical corrections which have to be applied for SF-PN is slightly different 
than that for MF-PN. The theory that will be given here is valid for double pulse 
ikmhation. Before the velocity detection probability f ~ r  SF-BIV is discussed, it 
should be noted that the particle imaging fraction Am described in the beginning of 
this section is not valid for SF-PIV, because here a particle can be displayed twice or 
more times on the same video frame. Roughly' one could say that for double pulse 
illumination, the particle concentration c should be halved to get the same image 
fraction as calculated by equation (2). 

' This is not totdy correct, because h this case the second image of a particle k no longer 
rarndomiy situated with respect to the first image. 
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0 23.2 Particle velocity 

A big difference for the particle velocimetry probability of SF-PIV and MF-PIV, is 
that a recorded image for SF-PIV is isolated; an image of a particle is matched with 
another particle image on the same frame, not with an image on the next frame. This 
means that a particle is not tracked down across the entire measurement volume, but 
just at two points in time. This resembles the first-frame situation of MF-PIV. The 
velocity detection probability thus given by an equation of the form of equation (5). 
In contrast to MF-PIV however, SF-PIV also has a lower detection range condition; 
the öistmce beween the centres of the Prrnaiges sf a partides must be at least 2 R p ,  to 
avoid overlap. The particle velocity detection probability for SF-PIV is thus: 

for AX < 2 R p  

W m v -  AX for 2Rp < Ax w, 
W m v +  AX 

P" ={ 

The velocity detection probability pv is plotted in figure 15 for both MF-PIV and 
(double pulse illuminated) SF-PIV over a wide spectrum of particle velocities. 

'os(.,) I d s 1  

Figuw 15 Logm-thmic plot of the particle detection probabiliîy p y  for both MF-PIV and SF-PIK 
Again w,, = 175 pm and Rp = 3.75. 
a MF-PN for complete vì&o pames cf, = 25 Hz) 
b MF-PIVfor even,/odd video frames Cf, = 50 Hz) 
c SF-PIVfor Ate = 10 ms 
d SF-PIVfor Atdp = 1 ms 
e SF-PIVfor Ate = 0.1 ms. 
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Chapter 2 Particle imaging techniques 

5 2.4 Dimensions of the measurement volume 

For the interpretation of concentration measurements and the statistical correction 
of these measurements, it is important to know the dimensions of the measurement 
volume. The height and width of the measurement volume image is defined by the 
size of the light spot or by the size of the image, whatever is the smallest. The depth 
of the field is normally limited by the (not sharp-edged) focal area of the microscope 
or c2mem with which the: 
parallel to the viewing direction (reflection or fluorescence detection), the depth of 
the measurement volume can also be limited by the illumination source, for example 
by using a laser beam or sheet illumination. In the latter a light beam is optically 
transformed into a thin sheet of light which is directed parallel to the particle flow. 
The flow is observed perpendicularly to this sheet. If the sheet is thinner than the 
focal area of the microscope, the depth of the measurement volume is limited by the 

gartides within the sheet can be seen. The light intensity distribution across the sheet 
however can influence the sharpness of the boundaries. 

is behg 0)Uuexed. mp,n 'he iiiiim!nation is not 

sheet thic'fl*ess. T h  1,1e mewdrexeEt vG!uEe v.<!! be mwh more sh2rp-edged: on!y the 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE MEASURING SYSTEM 

The measuring system is represented schematically in figure 15. The particle 
suspension flow is observed through a long distance microscope equipped with a @CD 
camera. The strongly magnified (35 x) image of the flow is recorded with a video 
recorder, and via a frame grabber card represented on a television screen. The image 
can be grabbed and processed through the frame grabber with the computer. The 
eiitpt, s i p d  of the CCD camera is also used to generate a trigger pulse. The trigger 
pulse is synchronizes stroboscope flash with the camera. By applying a flash light the 
moving particles in the image of the flow will be £rozen. A comprehensive description 
of all devices of the measuring system will be given in the different sections of this 
chapter. 

I - 
I trigger unit 

E p  15 Schematic drawing of the measuring system. 



Chapter 3 The measuring system 

4 3.1 The particle suspensions 

The particles in the suspension have to resemble RBC's as much as possible, that 
is they have to be biconcave (or spheroid), preferably flexible, and have diameter of 
about 8 pm. Two sorts of particles which resembles the RBC properties were 
available: Paraloid particles and BASF particles. Both particles are transparent and 
could not be coloured properly', so reflection and fluorescence could not be used as 
optical detec'eim. metheds. Thzrefm-e ady reflection, 2nd refrzction could he used f m  
these particles. For practicle reasons refraction is used. As mentioned in 0 2.2, 
refraction is a very difficult detection method for higher particle concentrations, and 
therefore not an optimal technique for the final measurements in concentrated 
suspensions. Refraction measurements in concentrated suspensions with a low 
concentration of BASF and Paraloid particles are conduced for two reasons: the 
particles are available in large amounts, and the "difficult" refraction technique can be 
used to gain insight in soac gmeïd problems vhkh  hâve te be t2cUed achieve a 
reliable measuring nieth~d. 

Paraloid particles 
The Paraloid particles are manufactured by the firm Rohm & Haas under the 

name Paraloid EXL 5137, and are available in powder form. They consist of poly- 
butyawlate core surrounded by a shell made of PMMA (perspex). The particles are 
transparent rigid spheres with an diameter between the 5 and 20 pm (see figure 17a). 
Their mass density is slightly higher than that of water; it takes about 8 hours to see a 
noticeable sedimentation of the particles. In the experiments a mass concentration 
of 0.23 mg/l is used. Because the particles are hydrofobe, particle clusters 
when they are suspended in water. These clusters can be broken down with ultrasonic 
vibrations, but many clusters attach to air bubbles in the flow and to the water 
surface. So the average partiele concentration of the suspension that was flowing 
through the viewing chamber was probably lower than 0.23 mg/l. 

Experiments have been done to colour the particles with Soedan Rod, which is a dye which is not 
solvable in water. The dye is solved in a mixture of demineraiised water and ethanol and added to 
the particle suspension. Because the dye is hydrofobe, it will be absorbed by the particles, where 
the water concentration is lower. This colouring technique is called impregnation. It is tried for 
different dye concentration, ethanol concentrations and temperatures. 

Assumed that the mass density of the Paraloid particles is about 1 g / d  (neutral buoyant) the 
volunie concentration is c 2.3 * W .  
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9 3.1 The particle suspensions 

BASF particles 
The properties BASF particles are described by Liepsch [Liepscri 19931. They are 

resin capsules which are filed with gasoline. Half of the gasoline is evaporated under 
vacuum, so that the particles collapse. According to Liepsch they then develop a 
biconcave shape, like RBC's. Under a microscope however its obvious that most of 
the BASF particles are collapsed on one side only, resulting in a concave shape (see 
figure 16b). The particle diameter varies between the 3 and 10 pm, most of them 
having a diameter of abouE 7.5. The particle wall is sligiitly frpcxibk 2nd has; a 
thickness of about 1 pm and takes up 20 percent of the total particle volume. Their 
refractive index lies in the range 1.38- 1.43. The particle's mass fraction in the 
undiluted solution is about 35 %. The particle mass density is not exactly known, but 
is slightly lower than that of water. In the experiments the BASF solution was diluted 
a factor 10001 with demineralised water. Unlike Paraloid particles the BASF- 
particles does not form clusters, but they do tend to stick to the tube wall. 

a b 

Figure 16 a Paraloid particles 
b BASF particles. 

93.2 Theflow 

The flow circuit is given in figure 17. The suspension is pumped from a reservoir 
(capacity 2.5 litre) into a buffer of about 1 litre. In the reservoir the suspension is 
continuously mixed with a magnetic stirrer. The pump (Iwaki magnet pump MD-40R) 
is connected to a variae (Philips, Type 2422 5301, SU the flow rate of the pump can be 
adjusted. The buffer has an overflow, so that the water level in the buffer remains 
constant. The difference in height between the water level in the buffer and the 

Again ipssuniing neutral buoyant particles &e volme concentration is about c = 3.5 .lo4. 
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Chapter 3 The measuring system 

reservoir, combined with the tap determine the flow rate. From the reservoir the 
suspension Îiows through a glass tube &lh an outer diameter sf 11 mm, an inner 
diameter of 8 111111, and a length' of 1 m. The tube end is connected smoothly to a 
viewing chamber where the measurements will be executed. The viewing chamber is a 
perspex cube (width 63 mrn, height 40 111111, thickness 30.5 mm) with a 8 mm circular 
hole. 

=glass 
=perspex 

u 
Figure 18 The flow circuit. 

9 3.3 The l o w  distance microscope 

The Questar QM100 long distance microscope is a telescope suitable for micro- 
scopy over long distances. In the experiments it was not possible to observe the flow 
through a normal microscope, since the working distance of regular objectives is far 
too short with the required enlargements to look far enough into the flow. In 
figure 19 a cross-section of the microscope is plotted. The path of the light rays is 
denoted with a dotted line. The light enters the microscope through an objective lens 
(a), which slightly diverges the light bundle. With a concave mirror (b) the light is 
projected on a convex mirror (c) connected to the inner side of the front lens. The 

The inlet length for a Newtonian fluid to develop a Poiseuille profde from a uniform velocity 
profie is given by [Batchelor 19701: 

Li = 0.112RtRet 

in which R, is the tube radius. This numerically defined equation has a domain of validity of 
500 < Re, e 2300. For tube Reynolds numbers lower than 500 the proportional constant increases 
slowly. Experiments are done with tube Reynolds numbers of 250 up to 500, so a tube of 1 meter 
will be long enough to measure on fully developed flows. 
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5 3 3  The long distance microscope 

light enters a central tube (d) which perforates the concave mirror. At the end of the 
centra9 tube the light bundle is split with a prism with a half- n-ìirror (e). An eyepiece 
or a camera can be placed in the image plane on both the upper side (f) and the back 
side @) of the microscope. The prism can be moved out of the light bundle, so that 
the image is projected on the back side only. Displacement of the concave mirror (b) 
parallel to the central tube with a focus knob (h) on the back side of the microscope 
enables focusing of the long distance microscope. 

f :  I \ 

...... ...... -.. 
........... 

....................... I II ............. 

' ....... > ............... \ I  
...... d 
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Rgum 18 Cross-section of the long distance microscope; 
a) pont lens b) concave mirror c) conva mirror d) cenîral tube 
e) prism with half-mirror fi and g) connection sites for eyepiece 
or camera h) focus knob. 

The long distance microscope is placed on a XYZ - traversing unit. The y and z 
components are used to direct the camera towards the centre of the viewing chamber, 
so these components only have to be set in the beginning of the measurement. Both 
components are equipped with a position sensor (Linear Variable Differential 
Transformers, Schaevitz engineering, LVDT type 1OOOHR-DC and 500 HR-DC, 
accuracy 50 resp. 25 pm). 

The third traverse component, with which the microscope can be moved forward 
and backward (x-direction), is used to scan the flow from the wall towards the 
centre. In principle this displacement is superfluous, because the same effect can be 
achieved if the object distance of the microscope is changed with the focus knob. This 
has a few disadvantages however. First the displacement resolution of the focus knob 
is much lower than that of the traversing unit. Secondly it is difficult to keep track of 
the angular position of a screw, while the unit traverses the entire microscope, which 
is easy to measure. Thirdly the angular position of the focus h o b  has to be converted 
to a displacement of the focal point. Not only is the conversion factor a non linear 
function, but also will it be very difficult to verify this function. And finally the 
magnification factor changes slightly with the object distance. Al1 this is avoided by 
setting the concave mirror at the hindmost position (minimal object distance, maximal 
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Chapter 3 The measuring system 

magnification), and place the microscope on a traversing unit. The x - component is 
comected to an optica! displacement transducer (Heidenhain linear trmsducer 
LS 303, accuracy f 5 pm). The microscope position can be read directly in microme- 
ters on a pulse counter (Heidenhain VRZ 760B) connected to the displacement 
transducer. 

The CCD camera is connected to the back side of the microscope (g in figure 19). 
~ i ; h  a 2 x  BTITIG'YI' '~znsl p~aeed between the ~Gcrvsrvpe ami thp, czimeri7 the 
microscope has a magnification factor of 35 on the camera. This magnification factor 
is verified with a 50 pm monochromator slit. The dimensions of recorded part of the 
flow was established on 175 (H) x 125 (V) pm. 

Important for the brightness of the image, is the amount of light that is collected 
by the microscope and reaches the camera. This is determined by the light cone going 
From tine object towards sysîem zpeïtiiïe at the frcnt !ens ûf the ~dcrescope. The 
angle between the ~ptical axis and tbie outermost light rays in that cone is termed the 
half angle of acceptance (euc). The half angle of acceptance of a microscope objective 
is given in terms of the numerical aperture (A,) 2: 

A, = n sine,, 

in which n is the refractive index of the medium between the objective and the object 
(air, water or oil). The numerical aperture is a measure for the resolving power of the 
microscope as well. The resolving power is defined as the minimal observable 
separation on the object plane and is given by the wavelength dependent equation 

- 0.61 1 r,. - - 
An 

(9) 

The numerical aperture of the long distance microscope depends on the position of 
the concave mirror and the amplifying factor of the Barlow lens. For the mirror in the 
hindmost position and the 2 x Barlow lens the half angle of acceptance is determined 
by focusing the front of the viewing chamber and measuring the distance between the 

A 2 x Barlow lens is a pair of lenses which arnipwes the inage a €actor 2. A 1% x Barlow lens 
was available as well. 

In most optic books the numerical aperture is indicated with NA. 

This equation is derived from an arbitrary criterion, established by Lord Rayleigh, for the maximal 
overlap of the first order light intensity peaks coming from two pinholes [Bradbury 19841. 
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microscope and the viewing chamber. This distance is the working distance w, of the 
long distance microscope and is established on w, = i25 m. "be hal€ angle of 
acceptance is 

in which Itri is the system aperture radius at the front lens of the microscope. This 
radius is determined by covering the front lens with a diaphragm until the image 
starts to get darker, and was established on Rri = 22.5 mm. Thus the half angle of 
acceptance and the numerical aperture in the experiments were e,, = 10.2" and 
A, = 0.177. With this numerical aperture the resolving power for blue resp. red light 
is r475nm = 1.64 pm and raOnm = 2.25 pm, which is small enough for a reasonable 
sharp image. 

3 3.4 The CCD camera and video recorder 

The MXR CCD camera is a black & white camera of the firm HCS Vision Tech- 
nology BV. It is a compact (110 x 45 x 35 mm) camera which is easy to connect on 
the microscope. The camera is fed externally with 12 V, 300 mA. The imaging sensor 
has 604 (H) x 576 (V) pixels1 with a pixel size of 10 (H) x 16.6 (V) pm. The prin- 
ciples of a CCD camera in general are described comprehensively in Appendix IV. 
The output signal of the camera is recorded on a VHS video recorder (Panasonic 
AG-6200). The video has an input port for external operation. With a program 
(written in Turbo Pascal) the video can be controlled automatically by the computer. 

9 3.5 The trigger unit 

To freeze the particle images on the recorded image, the flow has to be illumi- 
nated with short light pulses every time the camera collects a frame. For SF-PIV the 
stroboscope has to flash twice each frame. To ensure that the light pulse(s) is/are 
synchronized with the integration period of the camera, the stroboscope is triggered 
by the camera. This is realized with the trigger unit represented in figure 20. The 
trigger ca?Jt C Q ~ S ~ S ~ S  of a signal amplifier (Tektronix TM501 power module), two time 
delays (General Radio Company, Flash Delay Type 1531-P2) and a stroboslave 
(General Radio Company, Stroboslave Type 1539). 

Tbis is rather auicomm~n pixel array. Normally the image sensor of a camera is symmetrical. 
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Chapter 3 The measuring system 

While the output signal of the even video frame leaves the camera, the imaging 
sensor is exposed for the odd video frame and vice versa. Consequently ?he video 
output signal (figure 20a) can be used to trigger the stroboscope. The signal amplifier 
inverts the video output signal and amplifies it 5 times. It passes a filter which filters 
out all the signal frequencies above the 300 Hz. The remaining signal (figure 2Ob) is a 
peak originating from the horizontal synchronization part of the video signal. With 
this signal the stroboscope can be triggered, but since the integration period of the 
CLD begim with a wait stzit-e~s (see $ F/.5), the hqp d~?tp,grzi?im period starts 
somewhat later than this trigger peak. Thus the amplifier output signal has to be 
delayed by a time delay (figure 2Ob). The time delay signal (figure 2Ocl) is imported 
in the stroboslave, which generates the signal for the stroboscope (solid line in fig- 
ure 20d). 

C l  

E p  19 Flow diagram of the trigger unit. Ilze letters agree with the signals of 
figure 20. The dashed line gives the flow diagram for SF-FIK 

SF-PIV requires two illumination flashes. Therefore the output signal of the signal 
amplifier is split (dashed line in figure 19) and transported towards two time delays, 
amd then added again (figure 2Qd, solid plus dashed line). The delay time Atdp 
between the trigger pulses can be controlled by the setting of the second time delay 
with respect to the first one. A photodiode is placed in the neighbourhood of the 
stroboscope, so that the delay time between the flashes and the flash intensity can be 
read from a digital oscilloscope (Philip PM3350). 
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Figure 21 Tñe output signals of the @&er unit; 

a Videosignal 
b AmplifTer signal 
c T h e  delay signal 
d Time delay signal after adding 
e Siroboslave signal. 
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Chapter 3 The measuring system 

8 3.6 The illumination 

The illumination of the measurement volume has a large influence on the image 
quality. It has to be as concentrated as possible to increase the intensity of the light 
and to avoid light scattering on the particles outside the measurement volume. The 
light also has to be distributed homogenously over the measurement volume, since 
image quality will be lost if the background grey values change over the image. In the 
microscopy two ip'iisdnatbeipn methods are used ~ormal~y p~radbmy 1984]: 

- Nelson or source focused illumination (figure 21a) 
- Köhler illumination (figure 21b) 

> condensorlens . .  I 
. .  . .  . .  . .  . .  < .  . .  . .  . .  . .  ~. . .  . .  

< .  

b 

I 
1 
1 

. .  

R' 21 Illurninration methods. The arrows indicate the focal distances of the lenses. 
u Nelson illumination 
b Köhler illumination. 

Nelson illumination is an ih'auanination method where the 5ght same is directly 
focused in the object plane with a condensor lens. The illuminated surface can be 
adjusted with a diaphragm in front of the light source. The advance of this method is 
its simplicity and a maximal light concentration. The disadvantage is that a sharp 
image of the light source (a filament or, in this case, the discharge spark of the 
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stroboscope) appears in the object plane, and thus on the camera as well. 
Consequently the illumination of the image is not very smooth. An attemdamt problem 
for stroboscopic illumination is the arbitrary orientation of the discharge spark, which 
makes it practically impossible to correct the falling off of grey in the background of 
the image later on with the computer. A structureless, smooth illumination can be 
realized with a diffuser placed between the lamp and the condensor lens. Then the 
diffuser acts as the light source instead of the lamp itself. 

Two lenses are needed for Köhler illumination: a collector lens and a condensor 
lens. The collector lens is placed dose to the lamp, to collect a large light cone. The 
condensor lens is placed such that its focal plane coincides with the image plane of 
the collector lens. A second image of the light source appears in the back focal plane 
of the objective. A diaphragm in front of the collector lens again establishes the 
illumination surface. When Köhler illumination is applied, the light rays pass the 
object plane parallel. Since the iight source is not imaged in the object plane, this 
I~luf-rninatim method gives aii It;omogenom light distribiation &I the image. The 
disadvantages of Köhler illumination however is that the light is less concentrated 
than in the case of Nelson illumination, so a more powerful light source has to be 
used. 

Experiments have been done with both illumination methods. The stroboscope was 
not powerful enough to be used in Köhler illumination (see 0 4.1.1). The stroboscope 
is put on a fine adjustable XYZ - traversing unit to assure a optimal positioning of the 
light with respect to the microscope. The traversing unit is rigidly connected to the 
microscope, so that the illumination plane travels along with the focal plane of the 
microscope. 

5 3.7 The frame erabber 

The frame grabber card (Imaging Technology Inc., PCVISIONplus) is a single 
board that is plugged directly into an expansion slot of the computer. The card 
digitizes the incoming video signal to a 8 - bits matrix (256 grey values) and stores this 
in the frame grabber memory. Two 512 x 512 or one 640 x 512 image can be stored 
on the card'. The images can be loaded in the computer memory OP saved on disc. 
The digital images can be processed (e.g. transformed or filtered) with the computer 

' The CCD camera has 604 x 576 image sensor pixels, so the image resolution decreases slightly in 
the digitalization process. 
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in both the frame grabber memory and computer memory. More information on the 
processing software (TIM, Difa Measuring system B.V.) can be found in Appen- 
dix VI. The (processed) images are transferred back to an analog video signal in a 
D/A converter on the frame grabber and displayed on a monitor. 

The frame grabber card has two Look Up Tables (LUTs), one on either side of 
the frame memory. A LUT is an array of 256 values. The list of numbers that is 
programmed in this array esrrespsnds to the sohtioïd of a tmmFvrrrpzttian fmmda. 
Each incoming pixel grey value is real time transformed to an output value according 
to the transformation formula in the LUT. A simple example of such a transform- 
ation is a threshold; all the pixels with a grey value above a certain threshold value 
get the output value 255 (white), and all below the value O (black). The LUTs can 
thus be used for image transformation. If a non-linear transformation formula is 
loaded in the input LUT, the further processing is done on the transformed image. If 
a linear array is loaded in the input LU i, and a non-liîìeaï zìïïsj. in the w i t p t  LUT, 
the image ia the fmxe melr,=xy is not trumf~rmed, baat the image is represented 
transformed on the tv-monitor. This enables looking at a contrast stretched image on 
the monitor, while the original image is used for further processing. The frame 
grabber has eight switchable input and output LUTs, each of them programmable 
through the PC bus interface. In contrast to the image transformation in the LUT, 
further image processing can not be done real time. Therefore a video tape is used to 
store the images of the particle flow. The images are loaded from tape into the frame 
grabber memory later on. 

T Trrrl 

..... ......... ...... ,...... .. . , ,. .,, , . .. .. .... ....................... ._ ... . ........ ............... .. . ...... . ............................... ... 

F i p  22 Schematic representation of the frame grabber card. The devices Mthin the ddbed 
line are part of the card itself. The black and white arrows indicate the di@td 
respectively analog signals. The shaded devices are controlled by the computer. 
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CHAPTER 4 

MEASUREMENTS 

The experimental setup described in the previous chapter, has been used to 
perform preliminary concentration and velocity distribution measurements. The main 
goal of these experiments is to gain some insight in the problems involved with 
particle imaging measurements. in the first section the image quality will be con- 
sidered. The depth of the measurement volume is regarded in § 4.2. In § 4.3 an 
ana2ysis wi!! be given of the partide detection algorithms that are investigated to 
zchieve a reliable automatic detection. The results of the concentration- and velocity 
measurements will be discussed in 5 4.4 and 0 4.5. 

The consideration of the image quality in this section will be divided in a dis- 
cussion about the entire images (§ 4.1.1) and particle images (§ 4.1.2). In § 4.1.3 the 
image quality for double pulse illumination will be discussed. 

8 4.1.1 Global image auality . 

The magnnification factor of the long distance microscope could be changed form 
35 x to 25 x by applying different Barlow lenses (see 0 3.3, page 36). At the 35 x 

magnification, the image of the flow appeared on the tv-screen as a grey plane. Only 
a very small fraction of the particles could be seen with the naked eye as spots which 
were only slightly darker than their background. Using the 25x  magnification, the 
image was much clearer. It is probable however that not all particles are visible for 
this magnification. Besides that, 25 x magnification is too low to study detailed 
particle behaviour like orientation and aggïegation. 

The fact that the particles can not be seen with the naked eye, does not mean that 
they can not be distinguished from the background by the computer. The sensitivity of 
computerized particle detection however, depends on the image quality. 
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Chapter 4 Measurements 

To come to a maximal image quality with the highest possible contrast between 
background and particles, all the devices in the measuring system were optimized as 
much as possible: 

* A more powerful point-source stroboscope was not available', so the intensity 
of the illumination could only be increased by concentrating the light as much 
as possible. 

* The light intensity of the background is very inhomogeneous. As already men- 
tioned in # 3.6, this is a consequence of Nelson illumination, where the dis- 
charge spark of the stroboscope is imaged directly in the focal plane. To obtain 
a smoother light intensity distribution a condensor has been constructed to be 
able to apply Köhler illumination. The light source however was not powerful 
enough to provide a bright image. So Nelson illumination had to be used. The 
right source is plcrced ûii a very fke ~dj~st&!e XYZ - bench, which is connected 
te the I X ~ C ~ Q S C Q ~ ~ .  The end of the discharge spark was directed towards the 
microscope to eliminate the influence of the image of the discharge spark as 
much as possible. Although still noticeable, the orientation of the spark was 
fluctuating the least here. A diffuser was placed between the stroboscope and 
the condensor lens to hide the structure of the illumination image somewhat. 
This did not have much effect however. 

1. 

* The camera gamma predistortion was switched off, so that the video output 
signal was linearly depended on the illumination level. A tv-monitor has a non 
linear transfer from input voltage to output luminance. With the gamma predis- 
tortion switched on the non-linear characteristic of the tv-monitor is compen- 
sated. For imaging processing applications however an undeformed signal is 
preferable. 

* The frame grabber card has a programable offset voltage and gain circuits'. 
Gain boosts the incoming signal, so that a smaller section of the video signal 

As mentioned in the former chapter a more powerful stroboscope was not available. A new point- 
source stroboscope is very expensive. For example the Drelloscop 249, which is a point source 
stroboscope with a Eght intensity of 5000 lux at 500 ppppp~ distance an a tni&uot flash rate of 
600 Hz, would cost fl. 12.254,- without extra accessories (quotation from Technische handels- 
onderneming & adviesbureau AJ. Klein, Scherpenzeel). 

According to the manual the CCD camera has an adjustable gain, controlled by an internal 
potentiometer, as well. When the camera was opened however, no potentiometer could be found. 
(No wonder HCS vkion technology B.V. is bankrupt). 
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can be digitized over the full scale range of 256 grey values. Offset adds a 
constant voltage to the signal, to shift the entiTe image up cx d o m  to higher 
lower grey levels. The measurements in this chapter have been done with 
standard settings, due to malfunctioning of the gain. The frame grabber was 
repaired towards the end of this project. In figure 24 the histograms of a 
original and gained image are given. The histogram of the gained image is 
stretched out over about twice as many grey values than the ungained image. In 
other words, tkRe image processing is done on a less h e  grcy .ra!~e scde, 
this will not change the results much. 

0.1 i 

but 

Egure 24 Histograms of an image of the BASF suspension at 150 pm flom the tube wall; 
a Ungained, as it is used in the automatic detection methoús 
b With a maximal gain and adjusted offset of the frame grabber card. 

Despite of the efforts to optimize the different devices, the contrast in the image 
was still low, as represented in figure 25a1. The grey value range of the image 
covers only about 30 of the 256 grey values. To make the image visible for the human 
eye, it can be stretched with a linear contrast stretch (figure 25b) or a histogram 
equalization filter (more information on image filtering can be found in Appen- 
dix VI). It should be kept in mind however, that no extra idormation is obtained with 
this stretching, although the image appears to be clear; the stretching takes place 
after the digitization of the video signal, thus the number of grey values remains the 
same. 

The hages on the screen was slightly clearer than the figures printed in this report, because the 
hages had to be dithered to simulate the 256 grey values. 
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a b 

Figune 26 Contrast stretched image of the rectified image of figure 25a 
a Linear contrast stretch 
b Logarithmic contrast stretch. 

f= 255 

0.0: 

O 25' O G 

I"igure 27 The logarithmic contrast stretch operation on the histogram of the rectified image. 
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Because of the inhomogeneity in the image it was difficult to distinguish the par- 
tides Îrom the background, even in the contrast stretched image (see figure 26a) To 
get an image in which the particles can distinguished better, the particle image has to 
be stretched more intense than the (on the average slightly lighter) background. This 
can be achieved with a logarithmic transformation1. The result of this operation is 
printed in figure 26b. During the measurements the logarithmic filter was loaded into 
the output LUT. This way the flow was good visible, while the processing took place 
on the original images. 1pi f i p e  27 r e d t  af the !ogdthwic stretch operation on the 
histogram of rectified image is plotted. 

The flow is recorded on video tape, and the images were grabbed from tape 
afterwards. Two essentially different ways of grabbing an image from tape can be 
used: with the video on play or put on pause. If an image is grabbed while the video 
is playing, the image is much more unsteady than when it is grabbed with the video 
put on pause; more partidea w-eïs visible md the image flickered, especklly on the 
partide sites. This image difference is caused by fact that the video signal is trans- 
mitted interlaced (see $ N.5). When the video is put on pause, only the even video 
frame is used. The odd scan lines of the frozen image are filled with grey values 
computed from the even frame. If an image is grabbed while the video is running on 
the other hand, the interlaced video signal will be digitized. Thus the image consists 
of two video frames; an even frame and a 20 ms later recorded odd frame. This 
explains why more particles are visible in the images grabbed while the video is 
running. With TIM the image can be split in its even and odd frame2. These stable 
and clearer images are represented in figure 28. It is obvious that some of the 
particles in figure 26b belong to the even, and others to the odd frames. 

This is not the standard logarithmic transformation of TIM, but is self-made. The filter definition 
is: 

This can be done by AND the original image with an image with the even scan lines having a grey 
value 255, and the odd scan lines having a grey value O, and copy the even scan lines one line 
d o m  (or vice versa for the odd frame)). 
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a b 

F@ 28 The interlaced image of figure 26b split into its (a) even image and (b) odd image. 

Although the particle images were not very intense, they were visible for the 
human eye in the logarithmic contrast stretched images. The particle images can 
roughly be divided into two groups: sharp focused images and images out of focus. 
The out of focus images are larger than the sharp focused images and are in general 
visible as homogeneous black spots with vague edges (figure 29d). The sharp focused 
images are reasonably sharp-edged. Details, like the dents in the BASF particles or 
the particles in a clusters of Paraloid particles, can be seen rather well. The sharp 
focused particle images came in different forms. Most of them were visible as 
somewhat lighter spots with dark edges (figure 29a), as described in 0 2.2 for particles 
with a higher refractive index. In some particle images the edge was very thin, and 
were mainly visible because they were slightly lighter than their background (fig- 
ure 29b). So now and then a sharp edged image was somewhat darker than the 
background all through (figure 29c). 

a b C d 

29 Images of BASF partkles in the flow. 
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Chapter 4 Measurements 

3 4.1.3 Imape aualitv with double Dulse illumination 

To perform SF-PIV experiments have been done for double pulse illumination. As 
mentioned in 0 3.5 the light flashes are monitored on a oscilloscope with a 
photodiode. Except the possibility to measure the time between two flashes, it is a 
tool to study the continuity of the double flash method and the intensity ratio 
between the flashes. For At4 = 10 ms the double pulse technique worked well. For 

second flash. The stroboscope stopped working entirely for At4 = 1 ms. Apparently it 
is not possible to get continuously two pulses from the stroboscope on two external 
trigger signals with a delay time between the pulses beneath the 10 rns. On a trigger 
signal from a function generator however, continuous flash rates of 500 Hz can easily 
be achieved. This is probably caused by fact that the stroboscope’s capacitance has a 
longer time to charge for the first illumination pulse than for the second, so that the 
discharge energy oÎ the first puise is higher aîìû ilieïefûïe has â higher intensity. 8 
higher discharge also requires a longer relaxation time, so this probably causes the 
regular skip of the second flash. 

decreashg hteer-p-dse tinmes hewcver the strGboscGpe cadre m t  2!\mys genP,r,e a 

If two pulses were given in one frame both illumination flashes were equally 
intense for Atdp > 3 ms. For shorter delay times between two pulses, the intensity of 
the second pulse started to drop. Experiments have been done for double pulse 
illumination with a delay time between the pulses of Atdp = 5 ms. The recorded 
images on which indeed two pulses were recorded, were of poor quality. Most 
particles were not visible, because their images were totally overruled by the second 
illumination pulse. So double pulse SF-PIV could not be done with the available 
equipment. 

9 4.2 DeDth of the measurement volume 

To calculate the average local concentration from the average number of particle 
images per frame (equation (l), 0 2.3.1), the volume of the measurement volume Vmv 
has to be known. The height and width are limited by the image size: h, = 125 pm 
and wmv = 165 pm. The depth of the measurement volume is determined by the 
definition of which particle images are considered beirìg inside, and which ones being 
outside the measurement volume. One definition could be that only the sharp focused 
images are taken along, another that all particle images that are visible, the vague 
images as well, are considered to be inside the measurement volume. 
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The depth dmv is estimated using the image of particles which were stuck to the 
wall. The microscope couid be displaced over a distance range of about 225 plm in 
which both the Paraloid and BASF particles remained visible. If the optical path 
correction is taken along (see 0 V.l), the depth of the measurement volume is 
dmV k: 300 pm. The particles on the wall remain sharp focused over a microscope 
position range of 100 pm. This corresponds to d,, k: 135 pm. Using the sharp focused 
particle images as definition for the measurement volume depth is however only 
tenable very close to the tube wail, since the number rif sharp focused particle imagês 
decreases with increasing distance from the wall, and with that the depth of the 
measurement volume. 

9 4.3 Analvsis of automatic detection methods 

The aim of the project is not to interpret ail images with the eye, because the 
counting amd correlating ~rf particle imâges is very subjective (and monotonous m d  
time consuming) work. To let the computer do this work for us, it has to recognize 
the difference between particles and background. Therefore the grabbed images have 
to be transformed into a binary image in which the particles are white and the back- 
ground black. From this point it is relatively easy to let the computer interpret the 
images automatically. The problem is to obtain a binary image which is noise - free 
and on which all particle images are present with a high probability. The poor image 
quality which could be obtained with the available setup enabled a critical analysis of 
automatic particle detection methods. 

Different image processing algorithms are examined to transform the 8 - bits 
images into their 1 - bit form '. To make comparison possible, the detection methods 
are applied parallel on the concentration measurements in the BASF suspension. 
These measurements were done on 184 images, equally spread over different 
distances from the wall. The total number of particle images counted with the eye was 
2239, of which 1167 sharp focused and 1072 out of focus. The average number of 
particle images per (even/odd) frame was 12.2. The results of the comparison of the 
detection methods will be presented in this section. Four basic detection methods will 
be discussed here in turns, beginning with an explanation of the algorithm. In 
Appendix VI further information can be found on the mentiomed p~scessing sper- 
ations. 

The inverse binary images will be printed to save toner. 
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Threshold method D Dc Dn Df F C  ‘d 

Focused images - 466 701 - - 0.399 

Unfocused images - 516 556 - - 0.48 1 

The number of detections that were made (D), how many of them were indeed 
particle images ( ~ , j  aad how many were false detections (of> will be given ~ Q I -  e x h  
method. The number of particle images which were not found (Dn) will be given as 
well. To make comparison possible between the sharp focused and vague images, the 
number of correctly detected and not detected particle images will be split for both 
images. This data is put in a table containing the following information: 
D = number of detections 

Dn 
Df 
Fc 
Fd 

E;, = number of corizctly deteeteil p&+de L.mge9 
= number of particles which are not detected 
= number of false detections 
= fraction of detections which indeed was a particle image (De / D) 
= fraction of particles images which are detected (D, / (D, + Dn)) 

11 TQtd ,, 1323 

As an example the result of the detection methods are represented for the even 
image or” Îigure 25 (Îigure Ba). For ai1 these exzapks the image processkg time (t PI 1 

-wil! be giver, as we!! (although this does not, say much_ about the average processing 
time, since this is dependent on the number of particles and the intensity of the 
noise). The discussion on each method is closed with a short evaluation. 

, 982 , 1257 , 341 , 0.742 0.439 

Detection method 1: Threshold method 
The threshold method is a fast detection method that is frequently used for 

particle detection; grey values above this threshold value will be made white, those 
below black. The image is thresholded at a value which is experimentally’ estab- 

lished on 6 grey values below the mean grey value (G - 6). This was the lowest 
value for which noise could still be filtered out reasonably well. The remaining noise 
is filtered out with a 5 x 5 percentile filter (see Appendix VI) and by omitting clusters 
smaller than 50 pixels. 

Experiments have been done with other threshold values; absolute, relative with respect to the 
mem value, and relative with respect to the grey range of the image. 
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a b 

Eguw 30 Detection method 1; Threshold method 
(tp = 56 sec., U,  = 9, Df = O, Ff = Û.44) 
a i f e r  threshold 
b Aftet filtering. 

For the low image quality which could be obtained with the available equipment, 
the threshold detection method detects about half of the particles. The signal of the 
particles which where not detected was not intense enough. A lower threshold value 
however did not work, because the grey values of the of background are of the same 
order as the particle image, and not very homogeneous. As already mentioned in 
0 4.1.1, the arbitrary orientation of the arge spark is noticeable in the image. 
Consequently the image often has darker area where the illumination intensity is 
weaker. With a constant threshold value for the entire image such areas are often 
marked and not filtered out later. Besides that the particles in the darker area are not 
detected. This problem was responsible fsr more than 250 of the 341 false detections. 
A lower threshold value to detect more particles in the lighter areas of the image will 
make this problem only worse. The remaining false detections were mainly caused by 
what could be called double detections. The image of particles often appears as a 
darker border. When such a particle image is thresholded, only the border will be 
marked. It often happens that the dark border not encloses the entire particle, but is 
interrupted on two or more sites. Hence one particle sometimes gives two or more 
separated images in the 1 -bit image. 
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t 

D Dc Dn Df FC F d  

721 0.382 446 

499 573 - 0.465 

Total 1318 945 1294 373 0.717 0.422 

- - 

Detection method 2: SubimaPe threshold method 
To overcome the problem of the inhomogeneous image illumination somewhat, a 

detection method is developed in which the image is divided into subimages. The 
thresholding procedure can be applied more locally, so that the threshold value in the 
darker areas can be put lower than in lighter areas. In first instance the image was 
split into 4 parts, but then the dark areas were often divided over different subimages. 
Therefore 9 overlapping siibimage are wed, all a qaiatre of the original image size. 
The subimage are thresholded at 79 - 6. The added image again is filtered with a 
5 x 5 percentile filter and small clusters, this time smaller than 40 pixels, are omitted. 

, .... 

a b 

Fï' 31 Detection method 2; subimage threshold method 
(tp = 77sec., 0, = 6: Of = O, Fd = 0.57) 
a -4fter bhreshotdine/adding 
b After filtering. 
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The results of the subimage threshold method are slightly worse than the normal 
threshold detection method; the number of correctly detected particle images 
decreased and the false detections increased somewhat. Although the number of 
errors caused by the darker areas in the background decreased slightly, the number of 
double detections almost doubled. Alternatives like smaller and/or more subimages, 
other threshold values and noise filtering for each sub image separately did not give 
better results. 

Detection method 3: Gradient method 
Obviously the image quality is too low to detect all particle images with a simple 

but fast threshold method, so an alternative detection method had to be applied. 
Edge-detection with the image gradient is a method which is often used in image 
processing. The resolving power of the long distance microscope however is too low 
to see sharp edges, even for the sharp focused particle images. 
An aspect that can be used in combination with a gradient is the fact that a particle 
recorded at a certain position on the even video frame, has moved forward 10 ms 
later, when the odd frame is recorded. A particle image is thus only visible on the 
even scan lines and not on the odd ones, or vice versa (see figure 32a). Consequently 
the gradient of the original image fluctuates strongly in vertical direction at particle 
image areas (figure 32b). Although the intensity of the background can show differ- 
ences in the odd and even image as well, it is not as strong as that of particle sites. 

- a  b 

Figwe 32 A particle image recorded on the even video frame; 
a Contrast stretch of the original image 
b The downward gradient of a 
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Focused images 

Unfocused images 

Total 

The fluctuating gradient is the aspect of the particle images which is used for the 
third particle detection method. 'Prie downward gradient image of the original image 
is thresholded at its maximum grey value. This results in an image with a lot of noise 
(figure 33a). Because the particle signals are on the even or odd scan lines only, the 
noise-filtering has to be done with a 3 x 3 percentile filter, since a 5 x 5 filter could 
wipe out the signal as well. After filtering the image is split and the even scan lines 
are copied one scan liïic dsmwarrts. The chsters smaller than 50 are shtted,  
resulting in an image like figure 33b. 

D Dc Dn Df Fc Fd 

- 458 709 - - 0.392 

- 598 474 - - 0.558 

2239 1056 i183 734 0.590 0.472 

The number of particle images that could be detected with the gradient method is 
somewhat higher than for the threshold detection methods, but still lower than the 
not detected ones. The number of false detections is doubled compared to the 
threshold methods. The problem for this method is mainly noise, often marked as a 
particle. A stronger noise filter decreases the number of false detections, but the 
number of correct detections as well1. An other error, although appearing much less 
frequently, is that a particle with an extreme low velocity remains almost at the same 
position in 10 ms, hence such a particle does not give a fluctuating gradient. The 
same praklem arises  hen a particle is situated at the same position as a second one 
IO ms later. 

Experiments have been done with a few variations on the gradient method: 
* Splitting the gradient image in its even and odd image before thresholding 
* Noise filtering after splitting, thus separately for the even and odd images 
* Creating 9 overlapping gradient subimages like in the former detection method 
* Change the offset of the odd image so that its mean grey value equals that of 

the even image 
None of these variants gave better results however. 

With a 5 x 5 in stead of a 3 x 3 percentile fdter the total number of false detections respectively 
correct detections was Df = 397 and O,, = 817. 
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a b 

Figure 33 Detection method 3; Gradient method 
(tp = 49 sec., 0, = û, DI = 4 Fd = 0.57) 
a The thresholded gradent image 
b Even image &er jiltering. 

Detection method 4: Gradient-threshold method 
A particle is visible by its intensity difference with respect to its near background, 

so the search for particles has to be done more locally. The highest probability that a 
particle is detected correct is when the particle image is processed with only its near 
surrounding. This forms the base of the gradient-threshold detection method. The 
image is first scanned for possible particle images with the gradient of the original 
image. As seen in the former detection method this gives too í ~ z q  ektsters. bcz!  
subimages are gemercited airoaiìd a!! :he cksters. me subL.miges are chosen square 
with a height and width of twice the cluster dimension. For each subimage a thresh- 
old image is made of the even image of the original. The thresholding is bound to the 
condition that the grey value range in the subimage has to be larger than 12. If this 

condition is satisfied, the subimages is thresholded at the mean grey value of the 
subimage. All the threshold subimages are added again and the resulting image is 
filtered with a 3 x 3 percentile filter, and clusters smaller than 50 pixels are omitted. 
T3e ïesiiltizg image is given in fig~re d4b. The gradient threshoid methoa has very 
long processing times. 
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1-1 D Dc 4 Df Fc Fd 

Focused images - 521 646 - - 0.446 

Unfocused images - 598 474 - - 0.558 

~~~~~ 

a b 

Eigure 34 Detection method 4; Gradient-threshold method 
(tp = 79 sec., D, = 4, DI = O, Ff = 0.29) 
a After adding of the thresholded subimages 
b After filtering. 

With the gradient-threshold method number of false detections decreases si@i- 
cantly in comparison with the former detection method. The results of this detection 
method are slightly better than the other methods; 81 % of the detections are indeed 
particle images, and 50 % of the particle images are detected. This detection method 
is evaluated as well using the other gradient methods described in the former 
detection method, and with different sizes and shapes of the subimages, but no better 
result could be obtained. 

Summarized one could say that the image quality is Îar tos IOW for reliable 
automatic particle detection, mainly because of the low intensity of some particle 
images with respect to the background. From the measurements can be concluded 
that extended detection methods do not result in much better detection reliability; 
each detection method has his own problems. Therefore is better to choose for fast 
detection methods, and pursue a good image quality. 
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5 4.4 Concentration measurements 

Parallel to the evaluation of the automatic detection methods, concentration 
measurements have been done manual in both the Paraloid and BASF suspensions 
(see 0 3.1). The flow was recorded for several distances from the wall. The flow rate 
was 3.06 ml/s  for the Paraloid suspension (Re, = 485), and 1.47 m l / s  for the BASF 
suspension (Re, = 235). The results oÎ both measurements -id1 be gh7en here. mie 
statistical correction mentioned in 0 2.3.6 is not taken along in the measurements, 
since the theory for this correction is derived for automatic detection methods, which 
are not able to distinguish particle images that partly overlap. The human eye 
however most of the time can make this distinction. 

Paraloid suspension 
It is difficult to give the absolute value for the Paraloid particle concentration. 

Assuming the particles can be considered neutrally buoyant spheres with a diameter 
of 7.5 pm, the average particle concentration in the 0.23 g/l be about lo9 particles per 
litre. The measurement volume (with dmv = 300 jm) is Vmv = 6.6 * m3, so the 
number of particles in the measurement volume should be in the order of 1 to 10. 
With 1.35 the average number of particle images however was relatively low, probably 
because of the many particles which attached to air bubbles, the water surface in the 
buffer, the wall and to each other. Since the number of particle images per frame was 
low, the measurements were relatively ineffective '. 

Measurements have been done for 24 positions in the tube. For each position the 
particles are counted in 30 to 40 frames. The results are given in figure 35 for the 
sharp focused particle images only (O), and for all particle images (O). In this figure 
the microscope position is converted to the focal plane position in the tube (Rt - 3). 
The standard deviation was mostly larger than the mean number of particles per 
frame. To get more reliable measurements, particles should be counted on many 
more frames. This however would be an extremely time consuming enterprise. 

As far as the measurements can be considered as reliable, the particle concentra- 
tion slowly increases the first millimetre and then stabilizes. The fraction sharp 
focused images decreases behind R, - R k: 1 mm. This is probably is caused by a 
combination of spherical aberration (see 0 V.3) and light scattering of particles 
outside the measurement volume. 

Higher particle concentrations could not be made, because for this concentration the particles 
already were Badly solvable. 
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O 
O 

O O 
n o  

O 

&'- R [IWB] 

F v  35 Concentration measurement in the Paraloid suspension (1 particle image 
per frame corresponds to a volume coneenlpation of c 1 3 

R t - R  [mpiai 
figme 36 Concentration measurement in the BASF suspension (1 particle image 

per frame corresponds to a volume concentration of c * 2 

BASF suspension 
The concentration measurements of the BASF suspension was much more effective 

than that of the Paraloid süspension. The averzge npo~ber of partide images per 
frame was 12.2. Again the flow is scanned over 24 positions. For every position the 
particles have been counted on 20 frames. The result of this measurement is given in 
figure 36, again for only the sharp focused (O) and both focused and unfocused (O) 
particle images. The vertical lines indicate the standard deviation of the measure- 
ments. 
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5 4.4 Concentration measurements 

The measured BAW concentration starts with an rapid increase in the first 
I50 pm, followed by a logarithmic decrease. The first increase can be explained by 
the fact that the measurement volume is situated half in the suspension and half in 
the perspex for Rt - R = O, so that it is physically bounded by the wall on the front 
side. For Rt - R = 150 pm the measurement volume is located in the tube entirely for 
the first time. The measured logarithmic decrease in the number of BASF particle 
images per frame is a peculiar effect. Accordimg is the literature the ccmcentration of 
a low concemtmted rigid suspension should remain constant over the tube in the 
absence of the tubular pinch effect. 

A possible explanation for the decrease could be that the depth of the measure- 
ment volume decreases with increasing distance from the wall. If this is the case, the 
conversion factor for the number of particle images per frame to the volume concen- 
tration is depended on the measuring position. To check this, the depth of the 
measurement volume is determined at different points in the tube under no flow 
conditions. No significant change in the measurement volume depth could be seen 
however. 

Another explanation could be that the scattering of light by particles between the 
measurement volume and the microscope decreases the number of visible particles. 
This explanation is supported by the measurements in the Paraloid suspension, where 
the concentration does not drop (as far as these measurements are considered 
significant of course). The Paraloid particle concentration in the flow is about 10 
times lower than the BASF particle concentration. Thus if light scattering causes the 
Becrreae in the number of particle - images per frame, this decrease should indeed be 
less pronounced here. The earlier decrease of the fraction of particle images which 
are sharp focused indicates a scattering effect as well. 
To verify the thesis that the number of visible particles is dependent on the measure- 
ment position in the tube, a quick measurement on a homogeneous concentrated 
BASF suspension is done. Therefore the viewing chamber is disconnected from the 
flow circuit, and closed on both ends with stops. This measurement showed a 
decrease in the number of particle images as well, although less pronounced; the 
average number of particle images remained reasonably constant the first millimetre. 
Sharp focused images were visible over a longer range than in the flow situation 
(until Rt - R N 2 mm). So this indicates that the measured decrease in BASF particle 
concentration is not induced by light scattering. 
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& 
The concentration profile of the BAW suspension does not resemble that of the 

Paraloid suspension. The Paraloid particle concentration decreases near the wall, 
while that of the BASF particles increases. The decrease of the Paraloid particles can 
be a flow induced effect caused by inertia-driven inward migration of particles across 
shear planes (a begin of a tubular pinch effect as described in 0 1.4.3 of Appendix I). 
if the higher partiele coileeïìtration of the 3ASF s~~penri i~n near the tibe wall is a 
real effect, it might be caused by an attractive force between the wall and the BASF 
particles, since the particles are electric charged. More research shall have to be done 
however to find is the real explanation of this effect. 

.If lower concentration near the wall in the Paraloid suspension indeed is caused by 
the tubular pinch effect, this effect is apparently not at all present in the BASF- 
suspension. Possible explanations for the discrepancies are: 

* If the earlier mentioned thesis that the BASF particles are attracted by the wall 
is true, this might obstruct the tubular pinch effect for those particles. 

* The BASF particles might experience less translational slip (lower particle 
Reynolds number) than the Paraloid particles, so the inertial effects are more 
pronounced for the latter. 

* The migration rate of the tubular pinch effect increases with increasing flow 
rate and particle radius - tube radius ratio (see 0 1.4.3). The flow rate of the 
Paraloid suspension is twice as high as that of the BASF suspension 
(Q = 3.06 ml/s  resp. Q = 1.47). The Paraloid particles often form clusters, 
resulting in a higher average "particle" radius. Both these facts result in a higher 
migration rate for the Paraloid suspension. The higher flow rate of the Paraloid 
suspension on the other hand gives the particles less time to migrate. 

* The higher particle concentration and the Îact that the partides repulse ezch 
other might obstruct the inward migration of BASF particles, although this 
effect can not be very large since the concentration is still very low. 
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p 4.5 Velocity measurements 

As mentioned before it was not possible to perform velocity measurements with 
SF-PN (see 0 4.1.3). MF-PIV measurements were possible, but only near the wall, 
where the particle velocity is low. Two different forms of MF-PIV have been done for 
the BASF suspension; with 8 successive even video frames and with the even and odd 
images of one interiaced d e s  ikme. fis disa.wed ir? 8 2.3.2 a, twice as high velccity 
can be measured with the later method. The maximal measurable velocity for this 

w,, = 8.25 mm/s. Since the detection probabilityp,, is low or even zero 
for the higher particle velocities, the measurements given in this section are biassed 
towards lower velocities. 

The first MF-PIV method involves several steps, enclosed in a program. The 
program puts the video on hold and grabs an image. This image, which consists of the 
even frame only (see 0 4.1.1, page SO), is loaded in the computer memory. Then the 
video is put one frame forward, and a new image is grabbed. This routinel is 
repeated 8 times. On these different images the particle paths can be tracked by 
marking matching particles manually. A particle velocity is determined by averaging 
over the different frames. With this method measurements were possible until about 
200 pm from the tube wall. For the MF-PIV method which uses the even and odd 
frames, only one image was grabbed and split. The computer is not fast enough to 
grab two successive video frames and load them into its memory without using the 
video pause. This means that the "first frame" statistical correction (see 0 2.3.2) has to 
be applied for these measurements. Measurement until about 350 pn were possible 
with this measuring method. 

From the dimensions of the measurement volume, it is sbviûw that 2- high veI0cifY 
gradient can be found within the measurement volume for measurements near the 
wall. This makes it very difficult to track particles. The aspects that can be used to 
match particles on different frames are particle properties like sharpness of the 
particle image, its size, and sometimes shape or orientation. Since all particles are 
about the same size, and their orientation changes (sometimes even within the time 
the particle is visible), it is very hard to match two particle images with certainty. It 
would be much easier if the velocity gradient was smaller, so all the patides wwld 
have about the same velocity. In that case global aspects, like the orientation of the 
particles with respect to each other, could be used. 

The used PC had 4 Mb RAM memory, in which 8 images could be loaded without getting 
memory problems for the Norton Editor which is used to write the TIM-programs. 
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To avoid mismatching, ody those particle images of which the matching is quit 
sure are taken along. lmplkitly this means that a systematic error is made. Many 
dissimilar particles, for example with an atypical size or shape, are tracked. These 
particles may show aberrant flow behaviour, so that the measurements are not 
performed totally random. For the first MF-PIV method with 8 frames, particles 
which are visible in 4 or 5 images are much easier to recognize, because of the 
correlation between all the frâmes. This gives Farticks with a low velocity an even 
higher detection probability than based on the statistical grounds of 0 2.3.2. 

The results of both the measurements with 8 frames (O) and the even/odd frames 
(O) with their standard deviation are represented in figure 37. Also plotted in the 
figure is the theoretical Poiseuille profile for Re, = 235 (solid line). The measure- 
ments give averaged velocities over the total depth of the measurement volume and 
are statistically corrected according to the theory of 8 2.3.2. In the first ~ W Q  points the 
measurement volume is partly situated in the perspex. The average particle velocity of 
both measurement methods gives much lower values than the theoretical Poiseuille 
flow, but as mentioned earlier this is a consequence of the fact that only low veloc- 
ities are measurable. 
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Flow phenonema of blood near the vessel wall play an important role in athero- 
genesis. Proper insight in the flow phenomena require accurate measurement of 
concentration, velocity and distribution of particles in concentrated suspensions near 
the wall. These measurements have to be performed in tubes with a diameter equal 
to the larger arteries. There€ore a project is started to develop a measurement 
method based on particle imaging. In the first part of this chapter the conclusions of 
some preliminary measurements will be given. In the second part some recom- 
mendations will be given for the continuation of the project. 

5 5.1 Conclusions 

With the available equipment the recorded ages of the particle flow were not 
good enough for reliable concentration and velocity measurements applying automatic 
particle detection methods. The particle images were too weak with respect to their 
background and varied too much in their form of appearance. This is a consequence 
of the low illumination intensity of the stroboscope, the light cdlecthg p~wrr of the 
microscope and the opticai detection mcifsûd (rehctivn). However, insight in particle 
imaging problems and data interpretation in general can be obtained from these 
measurements. 

The low image quality provides a good opportunity for a critical evaluation of 
automatic measuring methods. Several detection methods, based on threshold-, 
gradient- and filter-techniques are evaluated. All these methods appear to perform 
equally good. The main probiem for the automatic partick detectim was that not all 
particles were found. Other problems were that sometimes particles were marked 
twice, or that a dark part of the background was marked as a particle. 
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In the images recorded with double puke illumination for SF-PIV, the particle 
images totally disappeared in the background signal. Therefore only measurements on 
images illuminated with a single illumination flash per frame (NIF-PIV) could be per- 
formed. The velocity gradient near the wall in the measurement volume was too high 
to globally correlate successive frames. As discussed in 0 4.5 it therefore is very 
difficult to match the particles with a high certainty. 

u Recommendations 

In this section some recommendations will be given for the continuation of this 
project on the area of the microscope, image quality, automatic detection and PIV. 

3 5.2.1 The microscope 

The working distance of the long distance microscope can be adjusted between 
wm = 12.5 cm and wm z 75 cm. The required working distance however only has to 
be about 1 cml, so the long distance microscope is somewhat oversized. Special 
objectives with working distances of about one centimetre are available for normal 
microscopes. With such an objective a higher numerical aperture could be achieved, 
and thus a higher amount of light can be gathered by the microscope. With the 
numerical aperture the resolving power increases as well (see 0 3.3). Furthermore a 
smaller measurement volume will be obtained, since the sharp focus area of these 
objectives are much smaller. A disadvantage is that aberration effects Will play a more 
important role (see 3 V.3). 

3 5.2.2 Imnrovement of the image auality 

As refraction can not be used be used for particle imaging at higher concentra- 
tions, it seems rather wasteful in this phase to put more energy in trying to make 
particles automatically detectable. In the near future the attention has to be focused 
on an optical detection method which can be used for the aim of the project; particle 
imaging of markers in highly concentrated ghost cell suspensions. A9 aniefitiomd ia 
0 2.2 reflection is not a very good method for measurements in highly concentrated 

I 
I 

I 

Provided that the viewing chamber is made smaller. The perspex block which is used in the 
experiments had a depth of d, = 30.5 mm, while the flow channel had a diameter of only 8 mm. 
Thus one had to look through 11.25 mm perspex fvst. 
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suspensions, so two options remain: absorption and fluorescence. Both methods have 
a good change in succeeding, provided a number af improvements will be made in 
the experimental setup. 

Absorption 
Absorption is the optical method for which the measuring system will resemble the 

one described in this report the most. If this detecitlm riieth~d is going to be used in 
the continuation of the project, efforts should be made to colour ghost cells. In the 
measurements described with the automatic detection methods, the sharp focused 
particles described 0 4.1.2 as “somewhat darker than the background” (figure 29c) 
were detected with a very high detection probability. This indicates that automatic 
detection with absorption as optical detection method has a good chance to be 
successful. To achieve a better image quality improvements must be obtained for the 
illumination and the microscope. A more powerful illumination source might be used, 
so that a brighter image can be obtained and the more homogeneous Köhler 
illumination method can be used. The advantage of another microscope are men- 
tioned in the former section. 

Fluorescence 
Fluorescence is a good alternative for absorption. It has been shown that this 

imaging method gives good results in different kinds of experiments [e.g. Tangelder 19861. 
Fluorescent labelled latex particles are available over a wide range of sizes and 
fluorescent dyes. Homogeneously labelling of RBC‘s is a well known technique which 
is very well controlled. Big advantages of fluorescence is that all the noise can 
optically be filtered out, different particles can be labelled with different dyes, and 
that a laser can be used to create a sharp edged measurement voiume. Tne exper& 
mental setup has to be changed considerabiy. Ine  partides have tz bv illuminated 
with a laser perpendicular to the viewing direction. Intermittent laser light can only 
be obtained by means of mechanical chopping or by using a very expensive pulsed 
laser. The fluorescence signal is relatively weak. This is due to the fact that only a 
small fraction of the laser light is actually absorbed, the fluorescent dye has a certain 
efficiency (termed quantum yield1) and finally that the emitted light is randomly 
orientated, and only a segment of sphere over which the light is spread can be 
collected by the microscope. To get a measurable signal, improvemeats can be made 
on several sites. First of all the signal has to be made as strong as possible by using a 
very powerful laser and a fluorescent dye with a high quantum yield. Furthermore the 

The quantum yield is defined as the ratio between the emitted energy and the absorbed energy. 
Dyes are available with quantum yields up to 0.95. 
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microscope has to d l e c t  as much emitted light as possible. It is essential that the 
long distance rrnieroscope is replaced by the earlier mentioned objective with high 
numerical aperture. Finally the image can be amplified using an image amplifier 
and/or a sensitive camera. 

The main problem for the automatic detection methods is that a fraction of the 
particles in the image is not detected. Its is recommendable to use particle concentra- 
tions give on the average less than one particle image per video frame. The 
disadvantage of measurements with a low image density is that a lot of video frames 
have to be processed to be able to conduct statistical reliable measurements. If the 
particle images are of good quality however, it should be quit simple to write a very 
fast procedure to check whether a particle image is present without analysing the 
entire image (for example by checking the grey value range). If only one particle is 
present' it will be much simpler (and faster) to mark. A lot of the ineffectiveness of 
the image processing can be regained with faster particle detection methods. Besides 
that the statistical correction on the average concentration can be cancelled, since the 
probability of overlapping particle images is negligible. If measurements are per- 
formed with low image density, the processing time of the automatic detection is of 
eminent importance. 

3 5.3 Particle Imaenp Velocimetry 

The argument for measuring with a hm imagc densi?y holds for the velocity 
measurements. If the average number of particle images per frame is much less than 
unity, the particle images in two successive frames most probable belong to the same 
particle, so the matching can be performed with a high certainty and efficiency. 

If the image quality can be improved enough to make SF-PIV is possible, the 
continuity of the double pulse illumination has to be improved. The most simple 
method would be a constant iliumination source ~hl,-En is rneeola~ied~y chopped. This 
can be achieved with a disc with two slits rotating with a frequency of 50 Hz in front 
of the illumination source or the camera. A very powerful illumination source is 

The probability that two particle images are present in one image is negligible for a very low 
average information density. 
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required for this method, since only a fraction of the source power reaches the 
camera. A better alternative would be provided by a stroboscope with a constant flash 
rate and chop with a disc with only one slit. The width of this slit and the 
synchronisation has to be adjusted such that exactly two stroboscope flashes are given 
in the exposure time of the chopper. For a camera with an adjustable exposure 
time1 the same effect can be achieved with a combination of the stroboscope and 
the camera exposure time. ‘#itis this 2!!Ul.;;ii12titi=n ~ ~ e t h s c !  the lllumhitkm power 
remains concentrated in one flash. One should be aware of the fact that the 
synchronisation for these alternative illuminations probably will need special atten- 
tion. 

3 5.3.1 Summary of recommendations 

In this section some recommendations are given on changes that have to be made 
on the experimental setup in order to make automatic measurements with particle 
imaging possible. The main recommendations are: 

* The long distance microscope is to be changed for a normal one equipped with 
an objective with a high numerical aperture. 

* The optical detection method has to be changed (absorption or fluorescence). 

* Extremely low particle (marker) concentrations have to be used. 

The CCD camera used in the experiments does not have an adjustable exposure time. 
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APPENDIX I 

REVIEW ON DILUTE SUSPENSION FLOWS 

Blood can be viewed as a concentrated suspension of blood cells in a Newtonian 
liquid. Studies on dilute suspensions (c < 2%)' give a good insight in the motions 
of the individual particles. This appendix gives a brief survey of these studies as far as 
they are related to the motion of RBC's in larger vessels (R, > 100 pm). In the next 
appendix a review on concentrated suspensions is given. The theory here and in the 
next appendix will be limited to steady state or quasi-steady (av / a t  = O) flows. For 
these conditions the Navier-Stokes equation yields: 

where p is the pressure, qo the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, v the velocity of the 
fluid and p the mass density of the suspension. Except for 0 1.4.3 and 0 II.2, flows at 
low particle Reynolds numbers (for definition see footnote I, page 16) are considered 
in this appendix. The inertia term pv.Vv can be neglected, leaving the linear equa- 
tion: (fw v p  = q0v% 

This equation is called the creeping flow or Stokes equatiorl. Ftrthelmcre the 
suspending liquid is considered incompressMe: 

The theory in this and the next appendix covers both uniform and non-uniform 
(see 0 1.1) shear flows of suspensions with spheroid particles. A spheroid is an 
ellipsoid with principle semi-axes bl b2 and b, , for which two semi-axes, say b2 and b3 
are equal. The ratio of the semi-axis b, to these axes, termed the particle ratio 5 ,  
defines the shape of the spheroids: 

rp < 1 : a prolate or disc-shaped spheroid 

Much lower concentrations are required to ensure total independent particle behaviour. 
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Appendix I Review on dilute suspension flows 

rp = 1 : a sphere 
rp > 1 : a oblate or rod-shaped spheroid. 

The particle coordinate system (x, , x 2 ,  x3 ) will be chosen such that the semi-axk b, is 
always aligned with the x, - axis. The x, - axis is thus the axis of symmetry. 

A Couette flow is a two-dimensional uniform plane shear flow with a constant 
velocity gradient. For the fixed coordinate system (X, , X 2 ,  X3) in which X3 is the flow 
direction, the velocity field is defined by: 

This flow can be realized between two parallel plates moving in opposite directions 
(see figure Ala). In practice however, a Couette flow is generally realized between 
two counterrotating coaxial cylinders with a small gap (see figure Alb) or between 
two counterrotating parallel plates. 

Figure Al The Couette flow between two plates moving in opposite direction: 
u Couette flow between parallel plates 
b Coueîîe flow beween wo coaxial cylinders. 
(After [Goldsmith 19671). 

The X2 .. X3 plane will be called the shear plane, and the Xi - X3 plane the plane of 
constant shear. The orientation of the païtides =dth iespert ta the flow will be given 
by the angles 9, and is defined around the XI - axis, 
between the X2 - axis and the projection of the x1 - axis in the shear plane. The angle 
@, lies in the shear plane, and is defined around the X 2 -  axis, between the XI - axis 
and the projection of the x, - axis. 

(see figure A2). The angle 
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5 1.1 Couette and Poiseuille flow 

xi 

Figure A2 The relative orientation of the particle coordinate system (xl , x,, x,) with respect 
to the fixed coordinate Vstem (XI, X,, X,)  of the flow. (After [Goldsmith 19671). 

The non-uniform Poiseuille flow arises when a Newtonian fluid flows laminarly 
through a tube with radius Rt under the influence of a constant pressure gradient. For 
tiis flow the shear rate y is not constant in space, as in a Couette flow, but increases 
linearly with the radial distance R from the tube axis: 

in which Q is the volume flow rate and v3 the fluid velocity in the X3 direction. The 
plane of constant shear is thus the cylindrical R -X3 plane. 

The velocity distribution in a Poiseuille flow is parabolic (see figure A3): 

v3(R) = % K -  (R: - R 2 )  = vm [I - 
I 4 ) 

in which v, is the maximum velocity at the tube axis. 

Rate of Shear 

E' A3 The Poiseuille flow. (After [Goldsmith 19671). 
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Appendix I Review on dilute suspension flows 

Rotations and axial sDins of rimd spheroids 

Jeffery [Jeffery 19221 studied the motions of rigid ellipsoids in a dilute suspension in 
a Newtonian, incompressible liquid with a viscosity ‘ lo.  He related the hydrodynamic 
torque, resulting from fluid stresses on the surface of the ellipsoid, to the spin of the 
ellipsoid around its principle axis. He assumed a creeping motion of the suspending 
Iiqid, no slip at the partide-liquid intedarv md a translational velocity of zero. 

Jeffery’s theory can easily be applied to a laminar Couette [Goldsmith 1967, page 92- 

1031 or Poiseuille flow [Goldsmith 1%7, page 148-1551 of a rigid spheroid suspension, 
yielding relatively simple goniometric equations for the angular rotational velocities of 
the spheroids in the X l - X 3  and X2-X3 planes and the spin around their axis of 
symmetry x1 . The orientations of a rod and a disc in a Couette flow during half a 
period of rotation are graphically represented In figure A4. 

i‘ +,= -81.9’ -59.3. -29.9 0- Z9.9. 59.3- 81.9. 

-342 -33.6- +.Y 6 )  i6.3’ 33.8’ M.2. 

Rjpm A4 Particle orientations of rods (1) and discs (2), calculated from J&e?y’s theoty in 
(a) the shear plane and (b) the plane of constant shear. (Afieer [Goldsmith 19471). 

Jeffery’s equations involve an integration constant C, which is called the orbit 
constant. The two limiting orbits are the C = O state and the C = QO state. The C = O 
state corresponds to a steady spin of the particle around its axis of symmetry at a 
constamt rate cp = % 9. The partirk is orientated at 9: = O, rp2 = ?hr (the xl - axis 
parallel to the X,  - axis). The C = QO state corresponds to a circular rotation of the 
whole particle around the XI - axis and no spin. All the values of C between O and 00 
are possible, corresponding to a pedalling motion around the X ,  - axis, combined with 
a spin around the x1 - axis. 
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0 If Rotations and axial spins of rigid spheroids 

Experiments in very dilute Newtonian suspensions [~nczurowski 1967 demonstrated 
that a particle will start to rotate in an orbit which is determined by the conditions of 
initial release. If the particle does not interact with other particles it will continue to 
rotate without any drift in the orbit constant. The orbit constant only changes as a 
result of particle interactions [Goldsmith í%2a]. Jeffery [Jeffery 19221 however suggested 
that the particles will tend to adopt the motion of least energy dissipation. This is the 
C = O state €or pokte spheroids (rids) and the C = a state for oblate spheroids 
(discs). Aceording to Saffinan [saffman 19561 Jeffery used a non-Newtonian suspending 
medium which caused the orbital drift. 

xi  xi  

Figurrr A5 Orbit projections of the ends of the x, - axis of prolate (lep) and oblate (right) spheroids 
(b) in the shear plane and (c) in the plane of constant shear. (Afleer [Goldsmith 19671). 

Figure As gives the orbit projections of the ends of the xl axis of the spheroids in 
both the X2 -X3 and XI -X3 plane. In the shear plane the orbits are ellipses, orientated 
in the flow direction for prolate spheroids, and along the X2 axis for oblate spheroids. 
The projections tend to a circle of radius hi, for C t a, and towards a point for C 4 O. 
In the Xl -X, plane a prolate spheroid describes an arc of an ellipse, while an oblate 
spheroid describes an arc of a hyperbola [Bretherton 19611. The particles are seen to 
rock to and fro between maximal angles. The projection of the x1 on the XI -X2 plane 
gives opposite results; a prolate spheroid describes a part of a hyperbola, while an 
oblate spheroid describes a part of an ellipse. 
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Appendix i Review on dilute suspension Bows 

Jeffery‘s theory is not exactly in agreement with experiments. Agreement as in fig- 
ure A6 is only reached if instead of the particle axis ratio rp another ratio re is used, 
termed the equivalent ellipsoidal axis ratio [Goldsmith I%&], [Chaffey I%]. It was found 
that for rods re < rp , whereas for discs re > ‘p . Figure A7 gives experimental data 
[Goldsmith i%h], [Chaffey 19651 for re / ~ p  versus ‘p. The fitted curve does not pass the 
point (1, l), corresponding to a sphere. Some confusion may arises in distinguishing a 
red Yom a disc. One could say t h t  ci q l i d e r  can be comider as a r ~ r !  if re < 1 and 
as a disc if re < 1. According to the behaviour of the particles the transition from disc 
to rod occurs at 5 = 0.86 [~nczurowski 19561. Okagawa and Mason [Okagawa 19731 experi- 
mentally derived the following relationship for rigid cylinders: 

logr, = O.78*logrp + 0.051 0.47) 

sc I 
I 

I I I I 
0.25 0.50 0.75 1.0 + 

I;Tgure A6 Measured angle 41 in the shear plane for a rod (A) of re = 8.2 and 
a disc (a) of re = 0.25 in a Couette flow. (After [Kamis 196úa]). 

Jim A7 The ratio re/rp as function of rp measured in a Coueffe ( 0 )  and Poiseuille 
(A) flow with the best curve fit by eye. (After [Goldsmith 19671). 
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9 I 3  Stresses on the surface of a deformable particle 

Stresses om the surface of a deformable aartide 

When a deformable particle or a fluid drop is placed in a Couette paylor 19341 or 
Poiseuille flow [Goldsmith 1%2b], the disturbance of the fluid motion in its neighbour- 
hood generates stresses at the surface of the particle. These surface stresses may be 
resolved into tangential and normal components, giving rise to respectively internal 
circulations and deformations i~oidsmitt $%i?, pags IM-IM]= 

3 1.3.1 TanPentiaI surface stress 

Taylor [Taylor 19341 made a mathematical analysis of the consequences of the 
tangential stresses at the surface of a fluid drop of radius b and viscosity '1, at the 
centre of a Couette flow. He assumed that the drop radius and the distortion velocity 
are small enough to keep the drop nearly spherical, no slip occurs at the interface 
between the drop and the suspending medium, and that the tangential stress is 
continuous across the surface. Taylor derived analytical expressions for the velocity 
components outside the drop (see figure A8) and the tangential stress components. 
The no-slip conditions at the drop - suspending fluid interface results in a rotation of 
the surface. For fluid drops which are deformed (in a Poiseuille flow or off-centre in 
a Couette flow), the analytical treatment is much more complicated and has to be 
solved numerically. 

2t 

-4 - 2  O 2 4 

X3/b 

F ï p  A8 Exfemal streamlines around a fluid drop at the centre of a Cowtie flow. 
ïñe dashed line is the streamline for a rigid sphere. (Afler [Bartok 19.581). 
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Appendix I Review on dilute suspension flows 

The tangential stresses give rise to a flow field within the fluid drop which is 
dependent on the viscosity ratio A,, of the suspended phase to the suspending phase: 

When A, > 1 the internal streamlines are elliptical, as illustrated in figure A9a. For 
A,, < ?h the circulation spiits up in two cir~dzàtiûrís 34th their stagnatisrp points close 
to the centre of the drop (figure A9b). The internal flow profiles have also been 
observed experimentally [e.g. Rumscheidt 19611. 

I 

e 
¶Po - 

- I  - 

I I I 

-I O I 
w,/b 

figum A9 Internal streamlines of a fluid drop in a Coueíîe flow for 
a A , , = l  
b A,, = %. (After [Bartok 19581). 

The normal stresses are discontinuous at the particle surface and generate a 
pressure difference across it. The particle is deformed in such way that the stresses 
generated by the flow are balanced by the interfacial tension (see figure Alo). Taylor 
[Taylor 19341 derived an equation for the pressure difference, provided that the rotation 
of the particle is slow enough to allow for accommodation of shape to the changing 
stresses. For small deformatiom the partide adopts an elliptical form, orientated in 
the shear plane with = %T.  The flow of the suspending liquid continuously tries to 
align the elliptically deformed particle parallel to the flow, where neither extension 
nor contraction occurs. Owing to the finite rate of shape accommodation, the eventual 
angular orientation increases beyond ? 4 ~  towards %n as y increases. 
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4 13.2 Normal surface stress 

Wall effects 

1.4.1 Wall effects on the velociîv of rimd Darticles 

When in a Poiseuille flow the distance from the tube wall is of the same order as 
the size of the particle, the translation and angular velocities will be smaller than 
those calculated from the theory for unbounded flow [Goldsmith 1967, page 148-1611. For 
rigid spheres, the differences in translational slip velocity1 and the rotational velocity 
increase with decreasing distance from the wall. These differences are caused by the 
interaction between the particle and the wall. Several authors [e.g. Wakiya 19671 have 
used the reflection method2 to calculate the difference to several degrees of appro- 
ximation. An exact mathematical solution of influence of a wall on the motion of a 
rigid sphere near the wall has been obtained by Cox and Mason [COX 19711. 

The translational slip velocity is defined as the difference in the velwiQ of the fluid and the 
particle in the flow direction. 

The reflection method assumes that the velocity and pressure fields can be decomposed into a 
sum of fields: 

here v(') is the perturbed velocity field due to the particle in unbounded flow. Each term of the 
sum separately satisfies the equations of miotiois md hzs t~ v d s h  at an infinite distance from the 
wall. The boundary conditions to which de individual terms has to satisfy are: 

y = y(1) + v(2) + v(3) + v(4) + ... 

v (1) = vp 
v(2) = +(i) 

v ( ~ )  = -v(') 
vC4) = -vc3) 

on the particle surface 
on the tube wall 
on the particle surface 
on the tube wall 

etc. 
Each successive pair of reflection increases the accuracy of the solution. The reflection method is 
only valid at very low Reynolds numbers. 
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Appendix I Review on dilute suspension flows 

In contrast to a creeping flow of a suspension of ai rigid spheres in a tube, 
deformable particles migrate across the planes of shear from the wall towards the 
tube axis. The migration rate increases with the particle radius, the radial distance 
and the flow rate (see figure All). This migration is an effect of flow disturbance 
which gemeisetes a SGW with E radial csinpo;npat in the neighbourhood of the par- 
ticlel [hal  19801. A general theory assuming neutrally buoyant particles has been 
given by Cox and Mason [COX 1971) and Hetsroni [Hetsroni 19721. The results of these 
theories are in reasonable agreement with experiments. For deformable particles with 
a viscosity ratio 1 5 10 inward migration also occurs for higher particle Reynolds 
numbers, where inertial effects are no longer negligible. 

t SuWnda 

Rgum AI1 Inward migration of water drops in silicone oil in a Poiseuille flow f o r  different drop 
sizes given by curves 1 to 3, in which b is 175, 300 and 390 p n  respectively. Curve 4 
gives the migration rate of a drop with b = 350 pm at four times the flow rate of 
curves i io 3. (A@? [Goldmi& 1962bJ). 

$1.4.3 Tubular -inch effect of riizid aarticles 

Migration of rigid particles across the shear planes can also occur when they are 
subjected to a Poiseuille flow at higher, but still small particle Reynolds numbers, 
where the Stokes equation is no longer valid (10” < Re, < 10-l) [Goldsmith 1%7, page 
215-2303. Ud&e deformable particles, the migration of rigid particles is an inertial 
effect. The lift force causing the migration is derived by Cox and Brenner [COX 1%8j 

and has been calculated for neutrally and non-neutrally buoyant spheres [COX 1977. 

In case of a not neutrally buoyant particle there is an additional radial velocity associated with the 
sedimentation of the particle. 
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8 1.43 Tubular pinch effect for rigid particles 

It was shown that neutrally buoyant rigid spheres [e.g. Jefiey 19641, rods and discs 
[eg.  K& i%a] near the wall migrate inwards and those near the axis migrate 
outwards, until they reach a stable equilibrium at a certain radial position (see 
figure A12). This inertial effect leading to a cylindrical flow, is called the tubular 
pinch effect. The equilibrium position is relatively insensitive to the particle Reynolds 
number [Segré 19621. The equilibrium position of particles that are less dens than the 
suspending fluid is situated more ismìïrds the T J ~ ,  md pa?kles tbat are demer than 
the fluid more towards the tube axis [Denson 19651. 

The migration rate increases with increasing flow rate and b / Rt . During the 
migration of rods and discs, a drift in the elliptical orbit constant C occurs, until the 
limiting values are reached (C = 00 for rods or C = O for discs) as indicated in 
figure A13. The tubular pinch effect has also been observed in oscillatory [%kgai 19651 
and pulsatile [Takano 19661 flows. More than one equllMum position has been 
observed for 

Figure A12 

high oscillation frequencies. 

I I I I I 

The tubular pinch eflect for spheres, rok and discs. The values for the orbit constant C 
are given between brackets. Also given is the inward migration of a fluid drop ( A  =C 10). 
(After [Kamis I9óóaI). 

F W  A13 Orientation of rigid rods and discs in a tubularflow. (After [Kamis 1966al) 
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Appendix I Review on dilute suspension flows 

I 

Cdlision interactions between Darticles 

When two particles approach each other in a flow, they start to interact. From 
observations in dilute suspensions, it has been possible to construct a kinetic theory of 
particle interactions in laminar flows. With this theory quantities as two body collision 
frequencies, mean free paths and distribution of doublet life times can be calculated 
[Goihrnith IN?, ?age M-B~]~  Ins this secticaa a brief qualitative discussion of these 
observations Will be given. 

5 1.5.1 Collisions of ripid Darticles 

Detailed studies [e.g. Allan 1x21 have shown that two kinds of two-body interactions 
between electrically neutrally rigid spheres are possible; standard collisions and non- 
separating collisions. These are not true collision however, because no physical 
contact is made between the particles during the collisions. 

Standard collisions 
A standard collision is a collision in which the particles interact for only a short 

period of time. Figure A14 shows what happens if two spheres approach each other 
face to face along the X,  - axis [Goldsmith 19641. When the distance between the two 
particles approaches about two particle diameters, they start to separate along the X,  - 
axis. If the spheres are in apparent contact, they start to rotate around each other 

without a discontinuity in the motion. Actual contact however is never established 
[Batchelor 19721. The rotation of the doublet takes place without sliding or rolling 
motions and with an angular velocity which is eqm! tc the one of e spheroid with an 
axis ratio re = 2. 

F i r n  AI4 Standard collision between two rigid spheres in a Coueíîe flow observed in 
a the shear plane 
b the plane of constant shear. (Ajler [Goldsmith 19671). 
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5 15.1 Collisions of rigid particles 

The doublet separates again when tbie reversed orientation of their first contact is 
reached. Thus the standard collision of rigid spheres is symmetrical in the Xl-X2 
plane. The only exceptional behaviour is observed in a Poiseuille flow, when one of 
the particles is almost touchhg the wall of the tube (the black particle in figure A15). 
In that case the spheres separate earlier, resulting in a displacement of the white 
sphere in figure A15 away from the wall. Thus after this collision the white sphere 
has a lower position R and a bighei velocity v3 .  

When rigid rods and discs collide, they are associated for a certain time and then 
separate with different orbit constants [ ~ n c n u ~ ~ s k i  1%7]. Experiments have shown that 
in spite of the many interactions between particle a steady state distribution of orbit 
constants exists after some time. 

I 
0.70 

H p  AIS Asyrnmeîrìcd standard collision between two rigid spheres in a Poiseuille flow 
dose io the tube wall. (Afier [Goldsmith 19641). 

Non-seDarating collisions 
Some collision doublets do not separate from each other as it is the case in a 

standard collision [e.g. Darabaner 19671. The non-separating spheres cof i the  to rotzte 
around each other with variabie angular veiseiîies. Clbservztiors ef a doublet show 
that the spheres are not in physical contact during their rotations. The minimum 
distance between the particles occurs if the orientation of the doublet is perpendicular 
to the flow direction, and the maximum distance when its orientation is parallel to the 
flow (see figbire A16). A non-separating doublet can be destroyed by a collision with a 
third sphere. 
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Appendix I Review on dilute suspension Bows 

F i i  AI6 Projection on the shear plene of the particle centres of a non-separating doublet in a 
Couette flow around the midpoint of the doublet mis. The circle drawn has a diameter 
of 2b. The flow is directed from the left to the right. (After [Mason 19.591). 

Unlike the standard collisions between rigid spheres, those between deformable 
spheres are not symmetrical in the Xi -X,  plane. In this case the separation of the 
doublet occurs before the reversed orientation of their first contact is reached. This 
results in a displacement of the particles along the X, -axis for a Couette flow, or 
towards the centre of the tube for a Poiseuille flow. The displacement effect is 
strongest for equatorial collisions and increases with increasing deformation of the 
particles. In a Poiseuille flow this effect is attributed to the inward migration of the 
individual deformable particles. During the doublet rotation the particles deform into 
oblate spheroids when cpl < O, and '111;~ prolate spheroids %hera @J! > O (see fig- 

of rigid spheres. 
me ai7j. me b-'--- ---- nf nm-sep-tzthg doublets is similar to that for the doublets 

Rgwu? A17 The deformations of defomable spheres during a collision. (After [Allan 19621). 
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ABFENDIX I1 

REVIEW ON CONCENTRATED SUSPENSION FLOWS 

In this appendix a short literature review is given on concentrated (c > 2%) rigid 
spheroid particle suspension flows. Some of the principles explained in the former 
appendix, will be used here as well without further explanation. 

At higher particle volume concentrations the number of triple and higher order 
collisions between the particles increases. These interactions are, unlike the two-body 
collisions described in 0 1.5, asymmetrical and result in displacements in both the XI 
and X ,  (or R) direction. For rods and spheres, the theory of the value distribution of 
the orbit constants C for the dilute suspensions no longer applies, since these 
interactions will change the distribution. At a certain concentration the effect of 
particle crowding will be important, preventing free rotation of the spheroids. During 
a rotation, a rod or a disc uses a greater volume than the actual particle volume 5 
(see figure AB). This effective volume V, depends on the orbit constant C. Hence, 
apart from interaction effects, a critical concentration exists above which particles can 
not rotate unimpeded, because there is not enough space to move. 

Figure A18 Geometrical models for the effective volume V, of rotating particles; 
a a cylindrical volume for rods 
b a spherical volume for discs. 
(After [Goldsmith 19671). 



Appendix I1 Review on concentrated suspension flows 

,g P1.P Concentrated S a m -  

At sufficient low concentration', the velocity profile of a tube flow is parabolic. 
The higher the concentration, the more the particles will be obstructed in their 
motion. At a certain concentration a blunted velocity distribution develops at the 
centre of the tube. The velocity gradient near the wall is greater than, and in the 
centre smaller than the theoretid PoiseuilSe values (vebcity profile 1 i~ figure A19). 
The region with the blunted velocity distribution is called the core. Although the velo- 
city gradient is not exactly zero in the core, the velocity is considered constant. The 
concentration profile remains uniform. 

I. 

Rgm? A19 Dimensionless plot of f ie  velocity profiles of coacentrated suspensions (c = 0.33) 
of spheres in a tube flow with b / R ,  = 0.056 in curve 1 and b / R ,  = 0.112 in curve 2. 
It also shows the vrn.ation in radid distance R of a tracer sphere in the suspension 
of curve 1. (After [Karnis 196ób]). 

Through the frequent collisions, the particles exhibit erratic radial displacements 
outside the core (see figure A19). The magnitude and frequency of these displace- 
merits decrease with deaeasi~g, R, ?anti1 they disappear within the core2. Here, the 
particles do not rotate because of the zero velocity gradient. The spheres outside the 
core do rotate, although not with a steady angular velocity because of the collisions. 

' For example up to c = 0.35 for b / R, = 0.02 and up to c = 0.20 for b / R, = 0.04 [Karnis 1966bI. 

AU tbie particles have the same velocity, thus they no longer colloid with a passing particle. 
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0 11.1 Concentrated suspensions at low Reynolds numbers 

With increasing c (and/or b / R t )  the core radius increases until an apparent 
complete plug flow is present (velocity profile 2 in figure A19). Since the concentra- 
tion profile remains uniform ', the shape of the velocity profile can not be explained 
satisfactorily by a two phase model (a plug flow with q = Q) and a particle depleted 
peripheral flow with q = qs), caused by radial migration near the tube wall [Karnis 
1966bl. Nor can the blunting be explained by non-Newtonian properties of the suspen- 
sion, since measured apparent viscosities q p  were hdepv~deiif on the shear Irate, 2nd 
the hydrodynamic resistance2 does not change [Karnis 1966bI. The observed partial 
and complete plug flows are probably a wall effect as considered by Vand [Vand 19481 
(the existence of a region of an apparent low viscosity at the wall). A Couette flow 
also shows a distortion of the velocity profile, transforming the originally linear 
velocity distribution into a S-shaped distribution. 

I Discs 

Rods 

F i p  A20 Orientations of rods and discs in a concentrated suspension 
flowing trough a tube. (After [Goldsmith 19671). 

Concentrated suspensions of rigid rods or discs show partiai and csiïìpkte plug 
flows with the same shape as that of a suspension of rigid spheres. Within the core 
the rods and discs are oriented parallel to the tube wall as illustrated in figure MO. 
In the periphery the rotations take place only in orbits with high orbit constants. 

Except for the requirement that the particle centres are at least a distant b away from the wall. 

The hydrodynamic resistance RWd is defmed as the ratio between the pressure drop A p  over the 
tube to the flow rate Q. 



Appendix I1 Review on concentrated suspension flows 

5 11.2 Concentrated suspensions at higher idarticle Reynolds numbers 

Inertia effects are important for suspensions of rigid spheres at higher particle 
Reynolds numbers (lo2 < Re, < 5.10-2). If the suspensions are subjected to steady or 
oscillatory flows, they develop a particle free zone at the wall [Goldsmith 1967, page 230- 

2321 (see figure A21). The thickness of the depletion layer fluctuates strongly in time 
and space. Its mean thickness decreases d h  increzishg partide conce~trationa [Kmis  
1966al. Unlike the partial plug flow in the former section, the velocity distribution 
results from a two-phase flow, with a core of high viscosity surrounded by a particle- 
free layer of low viscosity. In this case the particle depleted layer is caused by axial 
migration due to inertial effects. Like for lower particle Reynolds numbers, the 
particles within the core do not rotate, because of the absence of a velocity gradient. 

F i p  A21 Velocity distibution of a concentrated sphere suspension of c = 0.15 in a steady 
flow (o) and c = 0.30 in an oscillatory flow (o). The dashed line gives the initial 
flow velocity. (Afier [Kamis 196661). 
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APPENDIX 111 

IMAGING PROBABILITY 

For high particle concentration in the measurement volume, there will be a 
probability that the images of the particles will overlap on screen. In that case it will 
not be possible to detect all the particles in the volume separately. In the first section 
of this appendix a simplified theory will be derived, giving an expression for the total 
imaging Probability, defined as the probability that the images of all the particles can 
be seen separately. In 3 III.2 an equation for the fraction of the particles that will be 
seen as function of the number of particles in the measurement volume will be given. 

In the theory spherical particles of radius Rp in a measurement volume Vmv (height 
h, , width w,, , and depth dmv ) are considered. The particles within the volume are 
assumed to give a clearly focused image, while particles outside the volume can not 
be seen at all. 

If one particie is present in the vohìe ,  the !oca! volume concentration c is 

The centre of a second particle physically can not be located within a radius 2 Rp of 
the first particle (see figure A22a), so the free volume in which a new particle can be 
placed is 

In this equation it is neglected that the first particle can be situated near the borders 
of the measurement volume, in which case a part of the for other particles "for- 
bidden" zone around the first particle partially exceeds the measurement volume (see 
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figure A23a). This is allowed if the particles are small compared to the size of the 
measurement volume, because then the probability that the particle is €ocated within 
2Rp from the borders multiplied by the volume which will be left Q U ~  is negligible 
small compared to the measurement volume. 

The recorded image consists of a projection of the particles in the measurement 
volume on the plme h, - w,, . The fractiori of the 
the particle, called the image density of the image, is 

a 

hm 

b 

Figwe A22 For other particles "forbidden zones" around a parhcle in the measurement volume 
a Physically forbidden zone 
b Forbidden zone for detection. 

ww 

Egwe A23 The neglected overlaps of yorbidden zones" (shaded zones) 
a Physically forbidden zone 
b Forbidden zone for detection. 
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0 111.1 The total imaging probability 

When a second particle is placed in the measurement volume, a probability exists 
present that the projections of the two particles will overlap and thus will appear as 
one particle. The zone in which the image of a new particle will overlap the image of 
the first particle is given by a cylinder of radius 2Rp around the first particle (see 
figure A22b). Thus the free volume in which the centre of a new particle can be 
placed so that it can be distinguished from the first particle, the imaging volume V,, 
is 

= Vm - T (2RP)"dm Vm( 1 - 4bim,,) (M2j  

Again the volume which exceeds the measurement volume when the particle is 
situated within 2Rp from the border is neglected (see figure A23b). 

The probability that the image of a second particle in the volume can be seen is 
given by the ratio of equation (A12) and (Alo): 

A second particle doubles the local concentration: 

vP 

vm 
c2 = - 

and, under the condition that the images of the particles do not overlap, the image 
density is: 

The second particle zgain occupies a volume 8l$ in which physically no other 
particles can be placed. If the distance between the two particles is smaller than 4Rp 
however, the "forbidden" zones will partially overlap (see figure A23a). The effective 
volume for a third particle will then be slightly larger. This overlap volume will be 
neglected here. If the particles do not experience crowding, the probability that they 
will approach each other this close will depend on the interaction forces between the 
particles. Artificial particles often tend to stick together once they have approached 
each other closely. To W G B ~  daaster f~rrnatim the par ti de^ are S Q ~ & I I I ~ S  given a 
small electrical charge. In that case the mutual repulsion will reduce the probability 
that the distance between particles will be smaller than 4Rp. 
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With the neglect of possible overlap of "forbidden" zones, the free volume for a new 
particle is 

Just like the first particle, the second particle reduces the imaging volume by a 
cylinder of radius 2 R p ,  leaving 

Km,z = Vmv - 2~ (2Rp)2dm = Vm( 1 - 43im,2) 

In this equation the possible overlap volume of the two cylinders around the particles 
is neglected also l. The cylinders will overlap if the projection of the mutual distance 
between particles on the hmv - wmv plane is smaller than 45, (see figure A23b). The 
probability that this happens increases with increasing depth of the measurement 
volume. Besides that the possible overlap volume of the cylinders stretches out over 
the entire depth of the field, so this assumption will loose validity for increasing d- .  
The probability that a third particle will be correctly detected is 

The above can be extended towards N particles in the measurement volume, in which 
case the local volume concentration is N V- - Y CN - - 

V A  

If all N particles are separately visible in the image, the image density is 

- NT R; 
@ i m , N  - 

hmv Wmv 

The error made with this assumption is larger than the error made with the former assumption. 
In the first assumption a possible overlap of the spherical physically forbidden zones was 
neglected. Here the possible overlap of the cylindrical forbidden detection zone is neglected. This 
last overlap volume is bigger, and the overlap probability is larger. 
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5 111.1 The total imaging probability 

The total image probability for N particles (PUrN), that is the probability that none of 
the particles show overlap, is thus: 

in which pi,, is the probability that addition of a nth particles to mlth non-overlapping 
particles gives a separated particle image. 

8 IK2  The averape imaging fraction 

A more practical property than the total image probability of equation ( M l )  is the 
average fraction of the particles in the measurement volume that can be seen em). 
Again we start with one particle in the measurement volume, for which the imaging 
fraction is of course 1. A second particle has a probability qiq2 that its image will 
overlap the image of the first particle (using equation (A13)): 

The probability that both particles can be seen is piqz ,  and the probability that only 
one of the particles can be detected is qh2. The average imaging fraction for two 
particles in the measurement volume is thus: 

With the assumptions made in the former section it is very complicated to find the 
average image fraction for three particles. If two particles are exactly lined up, their 
cylindrical "forbidden" detection zones will coincide. This means that the free volume 
Vpee will decrease with the volume of a sphere of radius 2Rp, while the imaging 
volume Vun stays the same. If the particles are not lined up, but the distance between 
their images is a smaller than 2Rp, the images will still somewhat overlap. In this case 
their forbidden detection zones will coincide just partly. In other words: the size of 
imaging volume Kq2 depends on the particle positions. Equation (A17) no longer 
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holds, because the condition that the images of the first two particles do not overlap 
is not valid here. Thus the probability of seeing a third particle is dependent on the 
position of the first two particles (equation (A18)). 

A complicated theory which takes into account the average distance between two 
(and later on three or more) particle images will be avoided here. Hence the 
approach that the overhp of forbidden detection- zones 2z-e negkcte8 be 
extended. This implies that every particle will lower the free volume with a sphere of 
radius 2 R p ,  and the imaging volume with a cylinder of radius 2Rp and depth d , ,  (like 
it was the case in the former section). Thus the probability that the nth particle can be 
seen separately is given by pi,, (equation (A21)). The probability that it can not be 
detected is qiqn = 1 -pim,, . The error made with this approach is larger than in the 
former section, because it was assumed there that the images of the first two particles 
did not overlap when the third particle was added. This leads to a volume negligence 
in case the distance dp between the centres of the particle images lies in the range 
Rp e dp < 2 R p .  In this section the overlap of volumes is neglected for a more 
extended range, being dp < 2 R p .  

What is now the average imaging fraction for three particles? The probability of 
seeing all three the particles separately was pjm2*pi,,,3. It is however also possible 
that only two, or even just one particle can be detected. If the images of the first two 
particles do not overlap, the third particle can be situated in line with one of the two 
other particles. The probability is for both situations pi,,,2*qim3. It is also possible 
(probability qim,2*pi,,,3) that the images of the first two particles did overlap, and that 
the third image can be seen separately. In these cases only two particles can be 
detected. Only one particie is detected if the three partides are 'rifled up. This 
happens witli a pïotuability of qj,2*qiq3. The imaging fr~cticn f ~ r  three partides is 
thus: 

= 1 and qiWl = O this can be as: 

n + m  1 >m n +m 
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In the derivation of this model a few negligence are made concerning overlap of 
volumes. This approach gets worse for both increasing partide-CcPnrentratietions and an 
increasing ratio of the particle volume to the measurement volume. Another error in 
the model is the assumption that the particles in the measurement volume are in 
focus, while those outside the volume can not be seen at all. In practice this difficult 
to realize. 

When a particle is situated just outside the sharp focus area, the Image of a 
particle will be blurred. The size of this image will be larger than that of a sharp 
focused particle, so the assumption that the radius of the image equals the radius of 
the particle itself will fail. If the particles which are out of focus are excluded from 
processing, their blurred images could still hide sharp focused particles. 
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APPENDIX ITP 

BASIC PRINCIPLES OF A CCD CAMERA 

To understand how a video signal is build up, it is necessary to know something 
about the basic principles of a CCD camera, which will be explained in this Appendix. 
A CCD camera is a semiconductor camera in which the potential of light detection 
and charge transport of a semiconductor material (mostly silicon) are combined. In 
the first section the Properties will be discussed of the basis of the CCD camera: the 
PN-junction. In 0 IV.2 en 0 IV.3 the principles of a photo diode and a CCD shift 
register will be considered. How these two can be combined to detect a 2 dimensional 
image will be explained in 0 IV.4. The Appendix is closed with an exposition of the 
building up of the video output signal (for which this Appendix is written in the first 
place). 

8 IV.l Properties of a PN-iunction 

Since silicon atoms have only four electrons in their outer shell, they can form 
crystals with strong covalent bonds'. This results the intrinsic crystal represented in 
figure A24a. Ar? cttoni -with five electreris in its wter shell (for example phosphor) can 
he inserted in the çrystal (figure A24b). Four of the electrons will be shared with the 
silicon atoms in a covalent bond. The fifth electron however is not bonded, so that 
not much energy is required to bring this electron in the valence band. An intrinsic 
crystal in which atoms with 5 electrons in the outer shell are present is called a N- 
crystal. Atoms which have only 3 electrons in the outer shell, like boron can be 
inserted in the crystal as well (figure A24). These crystals, called P-crystals, have not 
enough electrons to form a regular crystal structure. Both the N-type and the P-type 
crystal are very good conductors beccruse of the numerous free charge carriers 
(electrons or holes). 

' A covalent bond between atoms is a bond based on electron shearing. 
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a b c 

figweA24 The silkon crystal; 
a purecrystal 
b N-type crystal 
c P-type cvstal. 

A BN-junction is a combination of a P-type and a N-type crystal. Since the N- 
crystal has an electron excess, and the P-crystal has a lack of electrons to form a 
regular crystal structure, electrons will diffuse from the N- towards the P-crystal 
(figure A25a). The consequence of this electron diffusion is that the N-crystal has a 
positive charge, and the P-crystal is charged negatively. The electric potential differ- 
ence which arises because of the electron diffusion is termed the diffusion potential 
V, (figure A25b). The diffusion potential provides an opposite transport of electrons 
from the P-crystal back to the N-crystal. Consequently a dynamic balance arises 
between the attraction of electron by the P-crystal 
and the attraction of electrons by the N-crystal be f the electric potential 
difference. This results in a layer in the PN-junction where a strong recombination of 
electrons and holes takes place. This layer, termed the depletion layer, has a high 
electric resistance, since the number of free charge carriers is i ~ w  there, 

A PN-junction has diode properties. When a small external potential vf is put 
across the junction with the P-crystal connected to the positive battery pole (forward 
biased), electrons and holes in the outer layer of the depletion layer will be attracted 
towards the battery poles. Consequently the width of the depletion layer, and thus the 
electric resistance will decrease (figure AZC). For yf 2 Y, the depletion layer has 
totally disappeared,'and a short circuit current can flow through the junction. 
In a reverse biased FN-jumtim (figure ,42500), electrons and holes will be withdrawn 
from the N- respectively N-crystal. This results in an increase of the width of the 
depletion layer, and thus an increase of the electrical resistance. 
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depletion layer 
I 
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Figure A25 The PN-junction; 
a Electron difficsion 
b Difision potential 
c Forward biased 
d Reversed biased. 

8 IV.2 The uhotodiode 

When the electrons in a crystal absorb a photon, they can use the absorbed energy 
to jump from the valence band towards the conduction band. The effect that light can 
create free electrons (and holes) in the crystal is called the photo-electric effect. The 
number of electron - hole pairs created with the photo-electric effect increases with 
the number of absorbed photons. A photodiode uses this iight dependency io meaxire 
the iight intensity (see figüre M6j. It cûnsists of a reverse biased PN-jmctio~~ The 
potential V,  is high enough for the depletion layer to spread out over the entire N- 
crystal. If the diode is illuminated from above, electron - hole pairs are created in the 
depletion layer. Consequently the leak current of the diode increases. The current 
through the diode is thus a measure for the light intensity. 

depletion layer 

' 
Figure A26 The photodiode. 
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3 n7.3 The CCD shift redster 

The CCD shift register is the a device which is used for data transport. The letters 
CCD stand for Charge Coupled Devices. Charge coupling stands for the transport of 
free charges (E data) between adjacent semiconductor elements using external 
potential fields. An example of a CCD shift register is given in figure A27. The 
register comists vf a PW-jmction, covered wkb electric insulating rricaterid (e.g. 
silicon dioxide). Electrodes are attached on top of the insulator. The electrodes have 
a potential VI, again resulting in a depletion layer spread out over the entire N- 
crystal. When the potential of one out of every three electrodes is increased to V,, the 
free electrons in the depletion layer will collect underneath these electrodes. 

insulator 

depletian 

FigureA27 a The CCD shift register 
b Collection of free elecîrons. 

The discïeie charge packages cap$sred In the potential well underneath the 
electrodes can now be transported through the semiconductor by putting periodic 
varying potentials on the electrodes. The potential on every electrode is V37r out of 
phase with respect to its predecessor (figure A28d). In the begin situation the phase 1 
electrodes have a potential V2 and the phase 2 and 3 electrodes a potential Vl 
(figure A28a). At the first Y3 of the clock cycle the phase 2 electrodes are given a 
potential V, as well, and the potential on the phase 1 electrodes is gradually reduced 
to VI. Since the potential wells of the p h ~ e  2 e!evtrodes are the deepest now, the 
electron packages will shift to the right (figure A28b). After % all the charge packages 
are shifted one electrode to the right (figure A28c). Then the potential of the phase 3 
electrodes are put on V, and that of the phase 2 electrodes are brought back to Vl , 
etc. Sometimes a fourth electrode is used to create a better barrier between the 
charge packages. 
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5 IV3 The CCD shift register 

Figwe A28 The transport of c h q e  packages through a CCD sh$ regkter; 
a Begin situation 
b Situaíion a@er 1/6 clock cycle 
c Situation after 1/3 clock cycle 
d Potential signal on the electrodes. 

5 IV.4 The imape sensor in a CCD camera 

The image sensor of a CCD camera is a semi conductor which is divided in two 
parts: a imaging part which operates as a photodiode, and a data transport part, 
which operates as a CCD shift register. The transport part is covered with aluminium 
strips to keep out of the light. The image sensor is divided in y1 columns, each column 
consisting of rn light sensitive elements (see figure A29). Each element (pixel) is 
connected to a vertical CCD shift register. The image sensor and shift register are 
divided by an electrode with a low potential, termed the photogate electrode. When 
the potential of the photogate electrode is increased, free electron transport between 
the image sensor and the transport part is possible. 

During a certain period light creates electron -gate pairs in the image part of the 
cmera. After the integration period the potential of both the photogate electrode 
and the phase 1 electrode of the shift register are increased. This way the free 
electrons in the image part are collected in the shift register. Then the photogate is 
closed again, and the electron packages are transported through the vertical shift 
register as described in the former section. After every vertical transport step a 
horizontal shift register which is placed at the end of the vertical registers, collects the 
data of all the pixels in one row and shifts this towards a photogate amplifier. This 
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floating gate generates a potential signal for every charge package which is 
proportional to the number of electrons in the package. This potential signal forms 
the video output signal of the CCD camera. 

row 1 

row 2 

row 3 

row 4 

row m 

row m-1 

horizontal shii register floating gate ampiiiir 

video suiperi 

vertical shift register 
photogate electrode 
image sensor element 

column1 column2 d u m n 3  d u m n  n 

Figure A B  The image sensor of a CCD camera. The arrows indicate the direction of charge transport. 

On a tv-screen the video images are displayed interlaced. The screen is divided into 
horizontal scan lines, which are refreshed in turns; first all the even scan lines, 
followed by all the odd scan lines. The interlaced scanning technique takes advantage 
of the resolving power of vision human eye to eliminate flickering when the image is 
displayed. The image which is collected by the image sensor of the camera has to be 
read out interlaced as well. Therefore the photogates belonging to the even and odd 
pixel rows of the image sensor are opened in turns. M e r  the first integration period 
the free electrons of the even pixels are shifted to the vertical shift register. While 
this data is shifted out towards the photo gate amplifier, the odd pixels are exposed. 
So two integration periods are required for one complete video frame. A camera 
transmits video frames with a rate of 50 Hz, resulting in an refresh rate of 25 Hz on 
screen. 
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0 IV.4 The image sensor in a CCD camera 

.......................... 

FigureA30 Interlaced display; even (dashed line) and odd (doffed line) scan lines. 

3 IV.5 The video output signal 

The output video signal of the camera is represemted in figure Ml. The signal 
starts with a horizontal synchronization signal, consisting of a few positive pulses of 
0.3 V. The horizontal synchronization contains some video- and timing information. It 
is followed by a wait status of about a millisecond, consisting of a number of negative 
pulses from 0.3 V to O V. This wait status is used to give the cathode-ray tube of the 
monitor time to move its electron ray towards the upper centre of the screen, where 
the fist even scan line starts. After the wait status the signals of the even scan lines 
follow, each line seperated by a vertical synchronization signal. This synchronization 
signal is used to move the electron ray from the right side towards the left side of the 
screen. If all even scan lines have passed, a new horizontal synchronization signal, a 
wait status and scan line signals follows, this time for the odd video frame. Because 
the scanning of the odd lines starts in the upper left corner of the screen the wait 
status lasts a half clock pulse longer. 

Also given in figure A31 is a typical scan line signal. The real signal follows after a 
negative vertical synchronization pulse. The scan line signal consists of m successive 
voltage, each one belonging to one pixel of the imaging sensor. These voltage have a 
value in the range between 0.3 V (black) and 1.1 V (white). One scan line signal 
(including the vertical synchronization) takes 64 ps. Because the first scan line of the 
even image frame starts halfway the screen, the first half of the first scan line signal 
(signal c in figure M1) is black. The same goes for the last scan h e  signai of the odd 
video frame (signal m in figure A31), but this signal is cut off half way instead of 
being forced to 0.3 V. With this cut-off the extra half clock pulse in the wait status is 
cancelled. 
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Buil@ of the video signal 
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F i p A 3 1  The video oufput signal of the CCD camera. 
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APPENDIX V 

THE INFLUENCE OF THE VIEWING CHAMBER 

Because of the difference in refractive index between air, the perspex viewing 
chamber and the suspension (resp. na,  np , ns), the light rays will be refracted 
according to Snell's law when they pass the interfaces: 

in which tp, en rpOut are respectively the incoming and outgoing angles with respect to 
a vector normal to the interface. This refraction can cause a distortion of the image 
and the sharpness of the image may decrease. Furthermore the displacement of the 
long distance microscope will not correspond precisely with that of the focal point. In 
this appendix an estimate of the influences of these effects is presented. 

4 V.l The microscoDe position versus the focal point position 

When a light ray originating from the microscope, enters the viewing chamber 
perpendicularly, there will be no refraction on the air-perspex interface (tpin = O). The 
perspex-suspension interrace however is curved. Tm direetion of a veeîor noma1 iû 
the interface, and with that the degree of refraction, depends on the y - position. This 
refraction will shift the position of the focal point. An expression for this shift with 
will be derived in this section, for the assumptions that the microscope has an infinite 
small half angle of acceptance, and that the refractive index for both the viewing 
chamber and the suspension is independent on the wavelength of the light. 

The viewing chamber has a total depth dvc and a tube radius R z .  'The position of 
the microscope is given by the coordinates (xm,ym), and that of the focal point in the 
suspension by (xf,yf). The origin (O,  O) is chosen in the centre of the viewing cham- 
ber. Suppose the microscope is directed towards the centre of the viewing chamber 
(ym = O). In that case there will be no refraction at both interfaces. To focus on the 
air-perspex interface at (?hdvc, O), the microscope has to be positioned at 
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(w, -+ ?hdvc, O), in which w, is the working distance of the long distance microscope 
(see figure A32a). In this case the beam of light only travels through air. If the 
microscope is moved forward, to focus the perspex - suspension interface at (xi , y j )  = 
(R,,O), the light beam also has to travel through the perspex over a distance 
%dvc - R, (see figure A32b). If the angle of acceptance of the microscope is small, 
this distance corresponds to the optical path length. So to focus the point (R, , O), the 
îïììcïoseope h a  to tie mwed t~wézds the Gewig chamber over a distance 

The microscope has to be moved over an additional distance Ax,,L to focus the point 
(xf, O) in the suspension. The path length though the suspension is R, - xf, thus 

So to focus the point (x f ,  O) the microscope has to be positioned at 

X, = W ,  + ?hd, - 

- - W ,  + %dvc-  %dvc - R, R, - xf - 

The object distance do,x = x, - xf is no longer equal to the working distance wm of the 
microscope: 

% wVc - R, R, -xf  - - Xe 
J 

- do,x = Ti, + %WVC - 
nP % 

= w, + (%w,  - R t ) [ l  -;] + (R, - x f ) [ l  - $1 

in which dpp and d_sx are the distances through respectively perspex and suspension. 
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FigureA32 The position of the long distance microscope to focus 
(scaled according to the experimental setup) 
a the air-perspa interface 
b the perspa - suspension interface 
c a point in the suspension. 



Appendix V The influence of the viewing chamber 

When the microscope is placed at a non-zero position ym , the curved perspex- 
suspension interface will shift the focal point in the y - direction as well. The refrac- 
tion shifts the y - component of the focal point closer towards y = O over a distance 
ds,y. The former equation generalized for two dimensions is (see figure A33): 

The general relation between the microscope position @,,ym) and the focal point 
position (+,yf) is then: 

The sign in front of do,y and dStu is positive for a positive y ,  , and negative for an 
negative y ,  . For y,,, = O the distances dpJ , d4x and ds,y were respectively y2 dvc - Rt , 
Rt - xf and O (equation (A35)). In general they can be written as a function of xf and 
y ,  as will be shown below. 

Figure A33 The path of a light ray through the viewing chamber. 

When the light beam is followed from the microscope towards the focal point, it 
crosses the tube wall (the interface between the perspex and the suspension) at 
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5 V.l The microscope position versus the focal point position 

The incoming angle with respect to a vector normal to the tube wall is 

.I 

This angle is negative for a positive ym , and vice versa. Using Snell's law, the beam of 
light is broken with an angle u, (see figiùïe M4j 

This angle is chosen positive for y ,  > O. The beam intersects with the focal plane on 
x = xf at 

Y f  = Y ,  - (xf - x ,  1 tanas (A41) 

FigumA34 Refraction of a light ray at the tube wall. 

in which as is a function of y , ,  np and n, as can be seen in the equations (A39) 
and (A40). 
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Appendix V The influence of the viewing chamber 

function of the microscope position: 

xf = ns(x, - w,) - %dyc n, - - [ :;] - X m  
Combining the equations (A37) and (A42) gives the focal point position as a 

(A43) - - i  nP 

n, 

am? 

in which xm is given by 

2 x, = @:-Y* 

(A449 

These equations are only valid for small angles of acceptance and within the suspen- 
sion, thus for 

xf 2 + yf < Rt  

The distortion of the coordinate systems of both the suspension and the microscope 
used in the experiments is graphically represented in the figures A35 and A36. 

3 V.2 Image distortion 

The fact that the focal point position is shifted in comparison to the microscope 
p i t i c m  not ody vhmges the way the ~icrosc~pe h a  to be transferred, but can 
distort the image somewhat distorted in both transversal and longitudinal direction 
(field distortion resp. field curvature). In the experiments the microscope is positioned 
at y, = O, and images were recorded from the tube wall towards the centre of the 
tube. The image height was 125 pm. As can be seen in the left image of figure A35, 
no noticeable image distortion appears in this case. If measurements are done at for 
example y, = O mm, the image distortion in the y - direction can be corrected using 
equation (A44) with graphics software. 
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0 V.2 Image distortion 

4 - 2  O 2 4 

EgmA35 Distortion of the suspension coordinate systems with respect to that of the 
microscope forn, = 1.49, n, = 1.33, w, = 125mm, d ,  = 30.5mm, R, = 4mm.  
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Egm A36 Distom-on of the microscope coordinate systems with respect to that of the 
suspension for np = 1.49, n, = 1.33, w, = 125 mm, d,  = 30.5 mm, R, = 4 mm. 

3 V.3 SDhericai aberration 

In the previous sections an infinite small half angle of acceptance is assumed. In 
this section the influences of the finite dimension of the half angle of acceptance û,, 
of the long distance microscope will be considered. The fact that the outer light rays 
of the light cone will refract stronger than those in the centre, called spherical 

tion will shift the focal point as function of the incoming angle, which causes a blur of 
the image. An additional source for image blurring is caused by the fact that light 
with a high frequency is refracted stronger than light with a low frequency. This effect 

ahn u . , r d o ~ ~  t wil0 lewer the shapness of the image (see figure A-37). Spherical aberra- 
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Appendix V The influence of the viewing chamber 

is known as chromatic aberration'. Besides these imaging distortion effects there is 
also an off-axis aberration, termed coma. Aberration effects appear due to refraction 
at both the air -perspex and the perspex - suspension interface. Pm this section an 
expression will be derived which gives the effect of the most important form of 
aberration, being spherical aberration, in terms of focus blurring. The model will be 
limited to the symmetrical case (y, = O). The assumption made in 3 V.l that the 
refractive indexes are independent cm the light frqtemy wil1 be rnzintzined here. 

F i F  A37 Spheric& aberration at the intefaes. 

Suppose the microscope is moved from its position (w, + %dvc , O) towards the 
viewing chamber over a distance Axrn, so that a point in the suspension is in focus 
(thus xm = w, + Mdvc - Axm). Consider a 2 dimensional light cone, with an angle û, 
with respect to the optical axis (e, I ûuc). Between the microscope and the viewing 
chamber, the path of the upper light ray (x, ,y l )  is described sj: the r d a t i ~ ~  

in which 
scope. The ray arrives at the viewing chamber (x, = %&) at 

is the vertical coordinate of the light ray at the front lens of the micro- 

Y ~ , + , ~  = (wm + %d,, - xm) tanû, = Axmtanûa 6448) 

' Chromatic aberration does not occur for monochromatic light, like lasers. 
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8 V3 Spherical aberration 

The ray is refracted at the air -perspex interface and continues its journey through 
perspex according to the relation 

When the ray arrives at the tube-wall, it will be refracted at the intersection of 
equation (A49) and the equation for the tube wall (x, 2 + ym2 = R:). This gives the 

following square equation for x, : 

At this point the 
horizontal plane: 

vector normal to the tube wall has an angle 9, with respect to the 

9, = arctan [JFji-] 
The incoming angle 9, in Snell's law is ûp - 9,. Thus light ray travels through the 
suspension with an angle 

with respect to the horizontal plane. 

Because the size of measurement volume in the y - direction is more than a factor 
60 smaller than that of the tube, the infiuence of the curvature of the tube wall will 
not be very big (see 0 V.2). So at y = O the tube wall can be considered a flat plane 
without curve at x = I?,. In that case the equations (ASO) and (A51) can be replaced 
by respectivelyx, = O and 9, = O, thus the light ray angle in the suspension is 

€Is = arcsin - sinûp r: 1 
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Appendix V The influence of the viewing chamber 

The motion of the light ray through the suspension is described by 

in which x, can be replaced by R, for the approach of a flat tube wall. The upper and 
!ûW€Z raji Gf :fie !i@t CûEe Eleet Zt y1 = 0, thZS éit 

- Yl,W x1 = Xf - xw - - tan û, 

Written out for the flat tube wall approach this gives 

(wm + Md, - x m )  tan0, + (Rt - %dvc 

Xf (ea&) = R, - 

The limit û, 4 O gives equation (A34) of 0 V.1. 

12, 

nP 
xf ( O , + O , x , )  = R, - n,(wm + %d,  - x m )  - - ( R I  -Mdvc) (A571 

The angle 8, can adopt any value between O and ea, , so due to spherical aberration 
the focal point will be spread over an area Axf given by 

A y  -‘“f r m l  f \ 1 = If- ‘8,- .0,xm) - xi (O, = 6ac9xm) (M8) 

xf (0, - 0) 1-1 

Egwe A38 Shift of the focal point due to spherical aberation. 
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APPENDIX VI 

TIM 

TIM version 3.30 is a command driven software package to perform, in combina- 
tion with a frame grabber, image processing and pattern recognition. A number of 
tools for manipulation of images (8 -bit) of 512 x 512 pixels. The basic image 
processing routines can be divided in 10 related command groups. In this Appendix a 
short inventory will be given. All commands used in this report will be described 
more extensively. 

TransDorî operations 
These operations deal with transport of images between memory, display and disk. 
Examples are copy, save, erase and display. 

Pixel operations 
With pixel operations the pixel values are transformed to a new value with a transla- 
tion formula. The translation formulas can be split into three groups: 
1 Arithmetic operations 

Adding, subtracting, multiplying and dividing. This kind of operations can be 
per€ormed on eitheï m e  imìge a ìd  si comta;;:, GY ûa twû images. 

2 h e i c  opera?ions 
Inverting of an image, or logical AND, OR and XOR of an image and a constant 
or two images. 

3 Table operations 
Pixel values can be translated from one value into another using a look-up table 
(LUT) consisting of 256 entries, one for each pixel value. The conversion tables 
can be user defined, but TIM has some standard operations as well to generate 
tables io coavert images, like triresolcdding tz~d eentrast stretching_ A threshold 
filter (see figure A39a) is a simple table operation with which an 8 -bit image can 
be transformed to a binary image; all the grey values below a certain threshold 
value are made black, and all above this value white. A contrast stretch filter is an 
operation which stretches the original image grey value range over 255 grey values; 
the lowest grey value is made O, the highest is made 255 and every value in 
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between is stretched linearly (see figure A39b). The stretching can also be done 
non-linear. An example of a non-linear stretch is the histogram equalizing filter 
(figure ANC). In that case the stretching filter is given by the cumulative histogram 
of the original image. In this form of contrast stretching the grey values which are 
present more frequently give a higher contribution to the stretching. 

O 
266 Gù 

b 

.f 
266 Gm 

C 

Figure A39 Look-up tables for pixel operations; 
a Threshold table 
b Linear contrast stretch table 
c Histogram equalizaíion table. 

Window oDerations 
These operations are also called filters. The operations transform a pixel value into a 
new value depending on the grey value of the source pixel itself plus the grey values 
of its neighbours. The number of neighbours taken along depends on the window size 
of the filter. Two kinds of window operation exkt: 
1 Linear filters 

In linear filters (also called convolution filters) the output pixel value is a linear 
combination of the source pixels in the window. In general odd window sizes 
(3 x 3, 5 x 5, 7 x 7, etc.) are used is achieve syxìiïetry. kì 5g.m A40 a schematic 
representation of the general transformation procedure of a 3 x 3 convolution 
filter. 

. I . .  . . .  < 

.... 

.... 

.... 

.... 
< < . <  
< < . .  

C;' , .  . <  

.... ... 

. . . . icrj . . . 
. .  . .  

output image 

input image 

Fi' A40 General transfornation proceakre of a 3 x 3  convolution filter. 
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The grey value of the output pixel G,' is given by the equation: 

in which C, is a scaling constant (normally C, = CC, or C, = 1 if cC, = O). 
Examples of linear filters are uniform blurring filters (low pass filters), sharpening 
filters (increase of the high frequency content), gradient fiIters (first derivative) 
and Laplace filters (second derivative). The automatic particle detection methods 3 
and 4 described in 0 4.3, are based on the image gradient in the downward 
direction. For the gradient filter of this operation the scaling constant is C, = 1 
and all the weighing factors are zero, except c2 = 1 and c8 = -1. 

2 Non linear filters 
By their nature these filters can not easily be expressed and analyzed mathemat- 
ically. The filters are developed with some "ad hoc" arguments, but perform very 
well under certain circumstances. A non linear filter which is used a lot in this 
project is the percentile filter, which can be used to filter out noise. The percentile 
filter makes a histogram of the grey values of the pixels in the window, and the nth 
pixel value in the histogram is chosen as the new value for the central pixel, where 
n is calculated as: 

Pf w2 n = -  
100 

in which W is the window size and Pf is the percentile of the filter, which can be 
chosen between the O % and 100 %. For a 3 x 3 window and 50 % percentile this is 
n = 5 (see figwe ,441). n e  maia? pwpose of the percentik filter is removing 
extreme values. For 8-bits images, the disadvantage of this method is that this 
filter can only return values that are in the window already. For binary image this 
does not give any problems, since only two values are present; black and white. In 
the experiments the 50% percentile filter is used as a fast method to find out if 
the biggest part of the window belongs to the background or to the object. 

window histogram 
. .  . . . .  

. .  . .  
.... Iil .... 83 84 83 

83 90 85 _ _  . . .... .... 
. <  . .  . .  

, . < .  output image 

'input iniage' 

.... . . . .  

Figure A41 1Lamplè of a 50 % percentile filter with a 3 x3  window size. 
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Binarv operations íceIIular loeicl 
These operations deal with binary images; objects have pixel value 1, background 
pixel value O. They are window operations as well, because a 3 x 3 wimdow is used to 
express the relation of a pixel to its neighbours. With these operations the objects can 
be eroded or dilated, the contour and skeleton can be obtained, and end- and branch 
points of line figures can be found. These operations are also known as morphological 
operations. 

Geometric operations 
These operations deal with the image position and size; enlarging, reducing rotation 

GraDhic oDerations 
Some graphic operations can be done, like drawing lines, circles or writing text in the 
image. Another options is the plotting of graphs, e.g. surface plots or histograms. 

Input & output 
These commands control the handling of the frame grabber hardware like the 
grabbing of the video images. The control of the output of images towards the printer 
or plotter belong to this group as well. 

Control onerations 
This set of operations helps with e management of the images and functions. This 
means control of for example display, synchronisation and the input and output LUTs. 

Parameter operations 

the production of image histograms and statistical data, and labelling of clusters in 
binary images. 

n e s e  aî-2 speration9 :hat yrûdUce d2t2. Ex2mp!rc 2re comp2rison between inlages, 

This group is a set of operations for the transformation to and from, and manipula- 
tion of images in the frequency domain. 
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